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EARTH ■ MALBURIAN PERIOD ■ NAPOLEONIC ARMIES - 30 YEARS WAR - WARS OF IHs

PRICE
INCREASE

Due to the continuing increase in metal prices
we are no longer able to absorb the VAT charge
made on the models. As from 1st August
therefore, all prices shown in the catalogue will
be EXCLUSIVE OF VAT and NOT INCLUSIVE.
To calculate the new prices, total your order
and add 8% of that sum to cover the tax i.e.
£5.00 order — 40p tax, £8.60 order — 69p tax
£12.50 order — £1.00 tax.

If in doubt add 1 p for every figure in the order.

PRICE LIST

Foot Casting 8p
Rider Casting 9p
Horse Casting lip
Camel Casting 16p
Elephant Casting 66p
Gun, Limber 40p to 45p
Strip of 5 Infantry or 3

Cavalry or Gun or Limber,
15mm Scale 15p

VAT EXTRA AT 8%

FULL CATALOGUE

Inland

Overseas

Airmail

POSTAGE RATES

Up to £1 20p
£2 30p
£3 40p
£4 50p
£5 60p
£6 70p
£7 SOp
£8 SOp
£9 £1.00
£10 £1.05

each £1 or part thereof thereafter 5p

mm ' — '

^ICAN CIVIL WAR AMEMCAN WAR OF INDEPENDENCE-100 YEARS WAR - RENAISSANCE P^
MMATURE FIGURINES LTD
28-32 NDRIHAM RD, SDUTHAMPIDN. Tel:20S55



jm HINCHLIFFE MODELS LTD.
I^jLJ MELTHAM, HUDDERSFIELD, ENGLAND HD7 3NX

additions to range

25mm Equipment (25/)
25/AX Early Medieval wheeled

Bombard

25/AY Early Medieval Selge
Gun on base

25mm

Medieval Foot (MF)
MF16 Artilleryman
MF17 Artilleryman, firing gun
MF18 Artilleryman, with rammer
MF19 Burgundian hand gunner
MF20 Peasant levy 1300-1400
MF21 Spearman 1300-1400
MF22 Two artillerymen carrying

seige gun breech (for 25AY)
— 20p

Medieval Cavalry (MO)
MC9 English knight with sword and shield 1415 (MF10)
MC10 English knight with battle axe 1415 (MF11)
MC11 English knight with lance 141 5
MC12 French knight with sword and shield 141 5 (MF15)
MC13 French knight with lance
(The code In brackets Is the equivalent figure on foot)

Medieval Horses (MH)
MH8 Rearing kights

charger

Renaissance (RE)
RE23 Landsknechts Pikeman

RE24 Landsknechts Officer

RE25 Landsknechts Arquebusier
RE26 Landsknechts Halberdier

RE27 Landsknechts Drummer

RE28 Landsknecht with double handed sword

75mm

Julian Benassi Range (75/)
75/JB8 French Infantryman 1914
75/JB9,Adjutant — Chef Chasseur

/Alpin 1915

25/AX

25/AY

Our manufacturers In the USA.: Heritage Models Inc., 2916 BIystone Lane, Dallas, Texas 75220

We recommend HUMBROL
AUTHENTIC
MILITARY COLOURS for all our products

HINCHLIFFE MODELS LTD.
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WE STOCK GREENWOOD & BALL 25 mm FIGURES IN HUGE QUANTITIES AS THOSE WHO HAVE
SEEN US AT MEETINGS ALREADY KNOW. WE ACCEPT ACCESS OR BARCLAYCARD ORDERS BY
LETTER OR RING NOTTINGHAM 43457 FOR VERBAL ORDERS.

GREENWOOD & BALL RR4 Princepes mail coat large shield and spear in aCI Cavalry Officer
__ M ^02 Cavalry Standard Bearor
25 mm ANCIENTS and pilum ACS Armoured Cavalryman with shield and spear

RR4 Princepes mail coat large shield and spear in
reserve

RR5 Hasiati mail coat large shield and pilum
RR6 Triari leather armour large shield and spear

ACI Cavalry Officer
AC2 Cavalry Standard Bearer
AC3 Armoured Cavalryman with shield and spear
AC4 Armoured Ca

GREEK

G1 Officer cloak and double crested Corinthian
helmet

G2 Standard Bearer
G3 Hopiite Corinthian helmet in reserve
G4 Hopiite Corinthian helmet attacking
G5 Trumpeter
G6 Peltast unarmoured with Hopiite shield spear

attic helmet attacking
G7 Slinger
G0 Archer armoured taking arrow from quiver
G9 Sythian Mercenary Archer unarmoured drawing

bow

GlO Spartan Hopiite cloak crested Pilos helmet in
reserve

G11 Spartan Hopiite cloak crested Pilos helmet
attacking

G12 Theban Hopiite attic helmet attacking
G13 Peltost small shield javelin and Thracian helmet
G14 Theban Hopiite attic helrnet in reserve
GC1 Cavalry Officer
GC2 Cavalry Standard Bearer
GC3 Cavalryman armoured shield and spear Cor

inthian helmet
GC4 Cavalryman unarmoured shield and spear Boeo

tian helmet
GC5 Cavalryman armoured with javelin attic helmet

ROMAN EMPIRE

RE1 Tribune on foot
RE2 Centurion advancing
RE3 Signifier
RE4 Cornicer
RES Aquilifer
RE6 Legionary attacking
RE6A Legionary marching
RE7 Auxiliary with shield and spear attacking
RE8 Auxiliary Slinger
RE9 Auxiliary with shield and javelin
RE10 Auxiliary Asiatic armoured archer
REC1 Cavalry Officer
REC2 Cavalry Standard Bearer
REC3 Cavalryman armoured with spear and shield
REC4 Cavalryman leather armour with shield and javelin

ROMAN REPUBLIC

RR1 Standard Bearer
RR2 Centurion
RR3 Trumpeter

attacking
RR7 Veleti unarmoured small shield and javelin
RRC1 Cavalry Officer
RRC2 Cavalryman armoured with spear and shield
RRC3 Cavalry Standard Bearer

CARTHAGE

C1 Standard Bearer
C2 Officer
C3 Drummer

C4 Citizen Spearman 1st class armoured shield
spear in reserve

C5 Citizen Spearman 1st class armoured shield
spear attacking

C6 Citizen Spearman 2nd class leather armour
shield spear attacking

C7 Mercenary Balearic Slinger
C8 Mercenary Cretan Archer
C9 Mercenary Numidian Javelinman
C10 Libyan unarmoured spear shield attacking
C11 Spanish Scutaris unarmoured large shield heavy

javelin
C12 Gual Mercenary unarmoured spear shield

attacking
CC1 Cavalry Officer
CC2 Cavalry Standard Bearer
CC3 Cavalryman armoured spear and shield
CC4 Cavalryman Numidian with javelin
CC5 Cavalryman Spanish unarmoured spear
S7 War Elephant armoured 3 crew

Assyria
A1 Officer armoured with sword
A2 Infantryman armoured with spear and shield

attacking
A3 Infantryman armoured with spear and shield in

reserve

A4 Standard Bearer
A5 Archer armoured firing bow
A6 Archer unarmoured drawing bow
A7 Infantryman with long mail coat with spear and

shield and bow in case in reserve
A8 Unarmoured Infantryman with spear and shield

attacking
A9 Armoured Slinger
A10 Unarmoured Slinger with shield
A11 Infantryman in long mail coat with shield and

spear and bow in case attacking
A12 Unarmoured Infantryman with shield and spear

in reserve

valryman with shield and spear and
bow in case

ACS Unarmoured Cavalryman with shield and spear
and bow in case

819 Heavy Chariot with 3 crew

Persia

PE1 Officer

PE2 Standard Bearer
PE3 Immortal attacking
PE4 infantryman unarmoured spear and shield and

bow in case attacking
PE5 Immortal in reserve
PE6 Immortal firing bow
PE6A Shield hung on spear planted in ground for PE6
PE7 Infantryman unarmoured shield and javelin
PE8 Infantryman unarmoured shield and javelin
PE9 Infantryman unarmoured firing bow
PE9A Shield hung on spear planted in ground for PE9
PE10 Armoured Infantryman spear and shield attacking
PE11 Phrygian armoured with crested helmet: spear

and shield attacking
PE12 Phrygian armoured with crested helmet spear

and shield in reserve
PE13 Phrygian armoured with crested helmet with

double headed axe
PEC1 Cavalry Officer
PEC2 Cavalry Standard Bearer
PEC3 Cavalryman unarmoured spear and shield with

bow in case

PEC4 Cavalryman unarmoured with spear and bow in
case

PECS Cavalryman armoured with spear and shield
PECS Clibanarius spear shield bow in case on armoured

horse
PEC7 Camel Corps armoured spear and shield with

bow in case armoured camel
PEC8 Camel Corps unarmoured spear and shield with

bow in case unarmoured camel
S20 Sythed Chariot with 2 crew

GARRISON PRICES

Infantry 9p
Cavalry 20p
Camel & Rider 30p
War Elephants & Crew £1.08
Chariots 93d

AT LAST STRATEGY & TACTICS
GAMES AT SKYTREX PRICES
(BARCLAYCARD & ACCESS HOLDERS MAY
TELEPHONE ORDERS TO US)
GOOD STOCKS OF MOST GAMES LISTED
BY RETURN MAIL ORDER AS USUAL

NEW MICRO-TANKS THIS MONTH
ALL 8p EACH AS ALWAYS

STANDARD GAMES
FOR LIST SEE OUR JUNE
ADVERTISEMENT
WARGAME RULES
LAND BATTLES
3000BC to 1250AD (W.R.G.) £1
Wars of the Roses-Medieval (Decalset) C
Early Medieval (Birmingham) 6
1500-1660 2nd edition (Birmingham) C
Napoleonic (L.W.S.) 6
Napoleonic Rules for 1/300 scale
G. W. Jeffery 6
American Civil War

(Confederate High Command) 6
W.W.I Land Rules (Skytrex) 6
Infantry Action 1925-1975 (W.R.G.) 6
Armour/Infantry Action 1925-1950 9
Micro-Warfare-Ground Forces W.W.II
(Skytrex) 5

Leicester Micro-Warfare W.W.II 6
1950-1975 Armour/Infantry (W.R.G.) £1.
W.W.II Rules-basic (Mike Phiipott &
Bob Thompson) 2

Musketeer Rules 1490-1690 6
Condottieri Rules 1300-1500 6
20th Century Skirmish (Paragon) 3i
Gladiatorial Rules (Paragon) 3i

NAVAL BATTLES
Greek Naval (W.R.G.) 71
Greek Naval Warfare (L.W.S.) 81
Napoleonic Naval (Navwar) 7!
American Civil War Ironclads (Navwar) 61
World War I Naval (Skytrex) 5!
World War II Naval (Leicester) 61
Galactic Warfare Rules 6(
Coastal Warfare WWII (Navwar) 6(
Aerial Warfare (Leicester) 7(

£3.95 each
(+20p p/p)

(Twogamesormore
post free)

i Churchill ARC
} Churchill SBG
t Churchill with Fascine
) Track Layer
) Churchill with Petard Mortar
) DD Sherman

! Sherman Dozer

i Sherman with Calliope
Rocket Launcher

I Armoured Bulldozer

German

DG90 170 cm Gun Firing
DG91 170 cm Gun Limbered
DG100 Sd7 Recovery Crane

Russian

DR34 JAG 12 Heavy Lorry

American

DA28 See Bees Bulldozer

PUBLICATIONS
Armies of the f^acedonian and Punic Wars
by Phil Barker (VI/.R.G.) E1.3t

Wargames Campaigns by Tony Bath
(W.R.G.) £1.8"

How to Win Wargames (Mike Philpott
& Bob Thompson) SOp

Armies & Enemies of Ancient
Egypt & Assyria (W.R.G.) £2.30

Agincourt Battle & Dress information
Aimark £1,25

The Napoleonic Wargame. G. W. Jeffery £1.50
Armies of the Greek & Persian wars
(W.R.G.) £2.40

Armies & enemies of Ancient China
(W.R.G.) £3.20

Armies & Enemies of imperial Rome
(W.R.G.) £2.50

NEW Renaissance Rules (W.R.G.) £1.05

TANK BATTLES IN MINIATURE:
1. Western desert (hardback) £3.10
2. Russian campaign (hardback) £3.95

RENAISSANCE ARMIES

1480-1650 by George Gush £4.25
ANCIENT WARGAMING AIRFIX
GUIDE 9 by Phil Barker £1.20

FANTASY RULES
(including Middle Earth)

£1.05

We have large stocks of all available
Garrison 25 mm figures for rapid des
patch to reinforce your armies. Also the
new Mst gives details of marty new items
in the 1/3000 WWI and WWII ship ranges.

AGENT FOR U.S.A.
Bill Dean Books Ltd.. 16641 Powells Cove Boulevard,

Whltestone. New York 11357
Tel: 212 767-6632

P0STA(3E AND PACKING
UK AFPO AND BFPO: 10% up to £5, over £5 Free

Overseas: 60% up to £7. 30% over £7
75% Garrison (Overseas)

BARCLAYCARD & ACCESS
We accept your card numbers by letter or phone i:

your order to Nottingham 43457

SKYTREX Ltd
28 CHURCH STREET,

WYMESWOLD, LEICESTERSHIRE



MINIATURE WARFARE STUDIO OFFERS
A design/model tlAKING SERVICE SECOffl) TO NOKE. IT IS A RELATIVELY M SET-UP, BUT IT
IS BY MORE THAN TWENTY-FIVE YEARS PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE OP MOBEL-I'IAKING AT
JNTERNATIONAL LEVEL, IT IS DIRECTED BY FORMER FILM & THEATRE DESIGNER/mODEL IIAKER,
AND MTLITARIA 'BUFF', GEORGE ERIK. ( A voice from the back says "Who the hell is
George Erik ? )

DESIGNED BY'ERIK ■ He is the 'bloke* currently seen around leading niilitaria
events, whoever the years made 'DESIGNED BY ERIK* a bye-

woz^ in the Film, Theatre, and Television world in both Britain and Europe during the
post-war years. With the advent of commercial television he set up a studio in
Wimbledon and entered the Toys & Games field - designing and producing prototype
models (masters) for toolmaking for plastics production. On the early military side
he designed models for Herald Miniatures (later Britains), Johillco, Crescent Tojrs,
Lines Bros, Louis Marks (USA) etc. Later transferred his studio to Spain, where his
work for the leading manufacturers 'revolutionised* the production of plaatic
militaria. In 1968 he returned to England to take over as Director of Design, Develop
ment & Production with Subbuteo Sports Games Ltd,

In 1974 he founded Miniature Warfare Ltd, and in 1975 retired from Subbuteo to again
concentrate on militaria modelling and offer a new studio service. Whilst most
manufacturers have their own model-making facilities, he suggests that there are always
occasions when they cannot cope and need extra help. Miniature Warfare Studio Services
CAN help you out of trouble J We are assured they also welcome private commissions,

MILITARY MODELS AND ACCESSORIES DESIGNED BY 'ERIK* ARE DH'T'ERENT , AND ARE OF A HIGH
STANDARD COMPARABLE WITH THE BEaT - JUDGE FOR YOURSELF WHEN YOU SEE THEM AROUND i IF
YOU HAVE ANY PROBLEI-IS, WHY NOT GIVE 'ERIK* A RING AT TUNBRIDGE YfELLS (0892) 57624 ?



ROS FIGURES

and HEROICS FIGURES
Rox Figures- and Heroics figures combine to bring an unrivalled selection of micro-tanks, and Heroics unique range of I/300th
scale figures together. AII our figures are made of high quality tin-lead alloy and great attention is paid to detail and proportion.

ROS WORLD WAR II MICRO-AFV's
German

Panzer MB
Panzer IIP
Panzer II Flame

Wespe
Lynx
Panzer IIIJ
Panzer IllM
Panzer IIIN

StuG IMG
Panzer IVD
Panzer 1VF1
Panzer IVF2
Panzer IVH

StuG IV
Jagdpanzer IV
Hummel

Nashorn

Pz ̂ 6 (!)
Marder III SdKfz 139
Marder Ml H
Hetzer

Panther D
Panther G
Jagdpanther
Tiger I E
Tiger II Potsche
Tiger II Henschel
Jagdtiger
Efefant
Brummbaer
Sturmtiger
Hanomag SdKfz 251/1N
Sd 251'10 ♦ 3.7 Pak
Ostwind
Westwind

Sd 251/16 Flame
Sd 251 Rocket Launcher
Arm d Maultier Rocket L

Sd 250
Sd 250/9 A/C
8 IV demolition vehicle
Opel Blitz
Opel Maultier softskin
Kubelwagen (6p)
Schwimmwagen (Bp)
BMW ̂ sidecar (Bp)
Bussing Nag truck
Raupenschlepper Ost
SdKfz 222
SdKfz 231
SdKfz 234/1
SdKfz 234/2 Puma

Protze tractor
SdKfz 11 tractor
SdKfz 7 tractor
3.7cm Flak on SdKfz 7
Pak 35/3B

Pak 38

Pak 40
Pak 43/41
Pak 43 8.8 on cruc. trail
7 62 Pak 36 (r)
10.5cm howitzer
15r' - howitzer

17cin howitzer

8.8 Flak

7.ocm G36 mountain gun
7 5cm infantry gun
15cm infantry gun
Nebelwerfer

Karl tracked mortar (15p)

USSR
T34/76B

T34/76D
T34/85

KV1

KV2

SU85
SU 100
T35

T28
JS It
JS Ml
ISU 152
T-26B
BA-10

BA-32

T-70

BA-64

GAZ-AAA

GAZ-60
JAG-12
GAZ-67 (6p)
Katyusha on Studebaker
Katyusha on GAZ
M42 45mm AT

M41 57mm AT

M44 100mm AT
M39 76.2mm

M37 122mm howitzer
152mm howitzer
203mm tracked hoitzer

SU 76

SU-37-1
Komsomlets
Stalinets
RT-7

Ros MIcro-AFV's are all 9p except where tnarked.

HEROICS FIGURES

UK

Tetrarch

Honey
Grant

Sherman M4A1
Firefly
Matilda
Valentine II
Valentine IxX
Archer

Bishop
Churchill III
Churchill
SBG Brtdgelayer (lOp)

Churchill AVRE (lOp)
Churchill Crocodile (lOp)
Churchill Arc (lOp)
Ram Kangaroo
A9
A10

A13
Crusader 1
Crusader III

Cromwell
Comet
Challenger
Sherman Crab (lOp)
Sherman DO (lOp)
Marmon Herrington
Humber A/C

Daimler S/c
Daimler A/C
Universal Carrier
Sexton
Wasp flame thrower
ACV Dorchester

ACV AEC

6 pdr Weasel
17 pdr M4 H.S. tractor
25 pdr Dodge Weapons Carrier
2 pdr Italian
5.5 in howitzer M13/40
7.2 in howitzer CV L6/40
Quad Semovente 75
Bedford QL Semovente 47/32
Chevrolet 15 cwt 47/32 AT + crew
Chevrolet 3 ton
Scorpion Flail Railway Items
USA German Armoured Loco

M3 Stuart (30p)
M5 Stuart Gerrnan Arm'd Wagon
M24 Chaffee with turreted 105mm and

MIS Hellcat 37mm AA (20p)
M4A3 Sherman Pz 38(t) on flat with ramp
M4A3E2 (15p)
M4A3E8 Flat car for ming defence
M4A1 dozer (10p)
M10
MSB German Panzerdraisine

M26 Pershing rail patrol trolley
M7B1 Priest
M12 155mm Russian Arm'd Loco (30p)
MS '/?-track Russian Arm'd wagon
T19 105mm with T-34 turrets (20p)
MS 75mm GMC Russian flat car (lOp)
Jeep (Bp)

Curved track (6p)LVT Buffalo
Greyhound MS Straight track (6p)
Studebaker 2\' ton
3in AT gun Rommel Personality
75mm Pack howitzer Set including
105mm howitzer Rommel. Staff Officer

155mm Long Tom Dispatch riders and

M16 SPAA Half-track (25p)

SECOND WORLD WAR

GR1 German Infantry
GR2 German Infantry Support Weapons
GR3 German Paratroops
GR4 German World War II cavalry
BR1 British Infantry

BR2 British Infantry Support Weapons
BR3 British Paratroops

SRI Russian Infantry
SR2 Rus'sian Infantry Support Weapons
SR4 Russian World War 11 cavalry
USR1 United States Infantry
USR2 United States Infantry Support Weapons
German DFS 230 Assault glider lOp
British Horsa Glider 25p
Hamilcar Glider with Tetrarch tank 35p

MODERN PERIOD
Ml NATO Infantry
M2 NATO Infantry Support Weapons
M3 Warsaw Pact Infantry
M4 Warsaw Pact Infantry Support Weapons.

Henoics 1' 300th scale figurines are ideal for wargaming. They are sturdy, highly detailed, take up little room, cost 1/10th the price of most 25mm figures, and can be pair^ed
effectively in 1/20th the time. Try real wargaming today, send SAE for full lists of Ancient. ACW. Napoleonic. WW2 and Modern Period Figures. Watch out too for new ECW.
7 yrs war, AWl and other periods. Packs of 50 inf. 20 cav or 6 guns 60p. i " — ■ ■ ■

RJirM^CDKI DCDir\r^ HEROICS FIGURES 1/3(X)th scale, packs of 50lnf. 20cav. 60p. A
MtKwIWw IVlwL/tKN nCKIULy selection of our Napoleonic period figures, many others available,

including Russian, Austrian, Spanish, Bavarian and Polish.

Soviet

T 70

T 62

T-55

T 55 dozer
T-55 mine-clearer
T-10M

PT-76
BMP 76PB
BTR-40P with swatter

BTR-60PB

BRDM-2
BRDM-2 with sagger
ASU-85
UAZ-469

BM-21 rocket launcher
ZSU-23-4

ZSU-57-2
030 122mm gun
152mm M-1955 how

M-55 100mm AT
Mil Mi-24 (hind) (15p)
Sukhoi Su-7 (1 5p)
BTR-50
BMD Para APC

BM-14 RL

M60A2

M551 Sheridan

Ml 13

M163 Vulcan
Ml 14

Ml 09

M728 CEV
Commando

XR311

M41 Walker Bulldog
M42 Duster

M60A1 Dozer
Ml 13-*- Recoilless Rifle

Jeep^ Recoilless Rifle
M110 SP Howitzer
M548 Tracked Carrier

Bell Iroquois
Huey Cobra (1 5p)
Skyhawk (1 5p)
Israeli Sherman

Swedish

S-tank*
Ikv 91 •

UK

Chieftain
Centurion

Centurion AVRE

FV 432

FV438 Swingfire
Abbot

Saladin

Saracen
Fox

Ferret
Ferret 2 6

Scorpion
Scimitar
Striker
Rapier
Jaguar (15p)
Spartan

German

Leopard A1
Leopard A2
Leopard A4
Marder

Gepard
Jagdpanzer Rakete
Jagdpanzer Kanone
Spz 12-3
Spz 1 1-2

French

AMX-30
AMX-13

AMX-13 + SS11
AML H-90

EBR-75

AMX-30 155 how
AMX-10
AMX-30 with Roland
AMX-10 with HOT
Jeep with Entac
AMX -13 + HOT

NATO Infantry 60p per pack of 50 NATO Heavy weapons 60p pack of 50 Warsaw Pact Inf
60p pack of 50 Warsaw Pact Hy. Inf weapons 60p pack of 50. Many other periods
available send SAE for full lists.

Heroics Modern Tanks are 9p aircraft and helicopter gunships are I5p.

Postage and Packing: UK 10% In £. Overseas airmail 40% in £ overseas seamail 20%in£.
Europe 15% in ££1 = $2.07

PLEASE NOTE OUR NEW ADDRESS.

NAPOLEONIC PERIOD
MFN17 Napoleon, Marshals

FRENCH NAPOLEONIC GUARD

UNITS

MFN5 Grenadiers of the Old Guard

MFN20 Chasseurs a Pied of the Guard
MFN7 Horse Grenadiers
MFN11 Chasseurs a Cheval of the

Guard

MFN2 Polish Lancers of the Guard
MFNB Foot Artillery of the Guard
MFN9 Horse Artillery of the Guard

FRENCH NAPOLEONIC LINE UNITS
MFN1 Line Infantry (Grenadiers)
MFN14 Fr. Line Fusiliers
MFN4 Voltiguers skirmishing
MFN16 Fr. Carabiniers
MFN10 Cuirassiers
MFN19 Line Dragoons
MFNB Chasseurs a Cheval of the Line
MFN12 Hussars
MFN13 Lancers of the Line

MFN3 Foot Artillery
MFN15 Fr. Gun Teams
MFN18 Fr. Wagons and Teams

BRITISH NAPOLEONIC UNITS

MBN16 Wellingtons& Generals
MBN1 British Infantry
MBN7 British Line Infantry Light Co.
MBN14 British Light Infantry
MBN15 British Light Infantry skir

mishing
MBN5 Highlanders
MBN8 Highlanders skirmishing
MBN4 Riflemen

MBN17 Household Cavalry
MBN2 Dragoons
MBN6 Scots Greys
MBN10 British Hussars

MBN11 Brit. Lt. Dragoons
MBN9 Horse Artillery
MBN3 Foot Artillery
MBN12 Brit. Gun Teams
MBN13 Brit. Wagons

PRUSSIAN NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MPN1 Musketeers

MPN2 Jagers skirmishing
MPN3 Dragoons '
MPN5 Prussian Uhlans
MPN4 Artillery

MAIL ORDER ,r
Goods are offered subject to availabijity. Please give some alternatives. Every
endeavour will be made to fulfil first choices.

We accept ACCESS and BARCLAYCARD
Just send your card number

HEROICS and ROS FIGURES 36 KENNIN6T0N ROAD, LONDON, SE1 UK



WARGAME X 60w w ^ /n ww I he largest selection of military simulation games ever

presented: 60 games re-creating famous battles from every period of history and at every level of operation-

from the tactics of the Greek phalanx to the mechanised armies of Germany to the plane-to-plane

electronic warfare of tomorrow. Exciting games of decisive action that allow you to assume the roles of

the greatest commanders in history . . . enabling you to replay events and explore alternative outcomes.

THIRTY YEARS WAR

QUADRIGAME

Four Complete 17th Century Battles in
one Package
Based on the Borodino - NAW System

• Separate 17 ' x 22 " maps and counter sheete.

• Lutzen = Gustavus Adolplius' last battle, 16 November
1632

• Nordlingen = Triumph of the Imperialists, 6 September
1634

• Rocrol = The end of Spanish ascendancy, 19 May 1643

• Freiburg = Conquest of the Rhine Valley, 3-9 August 1644

The Thirty Years War QuadriGame consists of four distinct
games, completely new and Individual, sold both separately
and as a complete set.
The contrasting style and character of European warfare in the
mid-17th century did necessitate significant modifications to
the QuadriGame mechanics, but the essential simplicity and
playability have been retained. The scale is 175 metres per hex
and 45 minutes per Game-Turn. Units represent infantry and
cavalry regiments and brigades. Artillery counters are fired dur
ing a separate Phase; the artillery can be captured intact. Leader
counters have varying capacities to enhance morale and combat
effectiveness.

li4ovement is sequential and single-Phased. Zones of Control
are fluid and active; although they have no movement effect,
combat is mandatory between opposing adjacent units. The
Combat Results Table employs a 'disruption' rather than a
retreat, effect. High losses render an entire army prone to
'demoralization'. Units and counters and backprinted, and are
inverted to signify disruption (or capture).
The Standard Rules to all Thirty Years War games are presented
in one folder; each game also has a unique 'Exclusive Rules
Folder', which includes special rules, historical set-up and rein
forcements, Players' Notes and Designer's Notes.

Z-PACK GAMES =
standard and QuadriGames are now available packed
in minigrip polythene bags. The contents of these are
Identical to the boxed games except for the packaging.
When ordering Z-Packs substitute the following prices
for those shown in our coupon below:
B

t  ! ■ a<

oxed Game Price £3.99
Boxed Game Price £4.55
Boxed Game Price £5.45
Boxed Game Price £6.75
Boxed Game Price £7.99
Boxed Game Price £10.99
Boxed Game Price £15.50

Z-Pack Price £2.99
Z-Pack Price £3.75
Z-Pack Price £4.45
Z-Pack Price £5.75
Z-Pack Price £6.99
Z-Pack Price £8.99
Z-Pack Price £13.50

ip

QTQ A TC^ V doing HISTORY: Now, instead of merely reading
O I lm/\ 1 CUi T about the great campaigns and battles that shaped

the times we live in, you can do it! There's no more
&T A OTI exciting way to understand a famous conflict than

■ ^ w I I w w commanding the units that made the history. Direct
ing the troops over a map or the actual battlefield,f watching the shift and flow of the changing front
lines as your forces advance, retreat, and coun
terattack. Every other month, subscribers to
Strategy & Tactics get a chance to do exactly that.
They do it by using the conflict simulation game
that comes in every issue of S&T. CONFLICT
SIMULATIONS are serious games that enable you
to recreate famous military situations and replay
them, something like a game of chess. To under
stand. To solve. To win where others have lost.
YOU'LL GET a ready-to-play simulation game in
each issue of S&T, including a large terrain map.
die-cut playing pieces, and complete rules. You'll
also get two feature length historical articles (one
which may deal with the same subject as the
game) plus game and book reviews, and commen
tary on simulations development,

THE MILITARY HISTORY

MAGAZINE WITH A GAME IN IT!

Here are some of the great games that have been published in S&T IVIagazine;
USN • Winter War • KampfPanzer • Tank • PanzerArmee Afrika • The American
Civil War • Wolfpack • Sixth Fleet • Frederick the Great • Battle for Germany •
Punic Wars.

This month's issue contains Revolt in the East', Warsaw Pact. Rebellion in the 1970s.

 I' J< ''MM— • • A SPECIAL FREE-GIFT
lf|i>Vi ' - TO NEW SUBSCRIBERS;■  f^apo/eofi at W^ater/oo.

1} ^ i I 1 BIG DISCOUNTS
1 ; ' L- ' r r IP" ' w J ' H Subscribers to S&T alsoI . > ' ehjoy substantial discounts

\  J ^ 0" our full line of games,
iff iC/C - ' See details below.

The physical components of all games are generally similar, consisting of a
playing map printed on cardstock or heavy paper (usually 22" x 35"). 100 to
400 die-cut, cardboard playing pieces, and complete rules. Standard and
Quad games are individually packaged in a specially designed multi-
compartmented plastic tray with a handsomely illustrated cover. Our low-
priced Folio Series Games are packaged in an illustrated 9" x 12" glossy
folder (with an interior pocket to hold the components). Folio Games have
17' x 22" maps and 100 counters. Note that most of the Folio Games may
also be had as a part of a QuadriGame — a set of four related Folios
packaged in a single plastic box.

Here's most of the collection . . . Itil
Global War £6.75 U.S.N. £4.55
Grenadier £4.55 Viking £4.55

£2.65 Island War Quads £6.75 'be EasI £10.99
£2.65 Invasidn America £6.75 War in the West £15.50
£2.65 Kamfpanzer £4.55 Westwall OuadriGame £6.75
£2.65 ^ kursk £4.55 Winter War £4.55
£2.65 La Grande Armee £4.55 Wolfpack £4.55
£2.65 Lee Moves North £4.55 Wob'' Wer II £4.55
£2.65 Legion £4.55 "Yobd War III £4.55
£2.65 ' Mech. War 77 £4.55 .. Yeoman £4.55
£2.65 Modern Battle Quads £6.75 STRATEGY & TACTICS
£2.65 Moscow Campaign £4.55 Single Issue (current) £2.00
£2.65 ' i Musket & Pike £4.55 Subscriptions
£2.65 ' Napoleon De Luxe £4.55 6 months (3 issues) £4.35

lES Napoleonic Quads £6.75 , ' year (6 issues) £8.10
£4.55 NATO £4.55 2 years (12 issues) £15.60
£4.55 Normandy £3.99 3 years (18 issues) £22.50
£4.55 Operation Olympic £4.55 Etee illustrated leaflet
£4.55 Panzer Armee Afrika £4.55 SUBSCRIBER DISCOUNTS
£4.55 : , Panzer '44 £4.55 When you subscribe to Strategy &
£6.75 ' Patrol £4.55 Tactics through us you are en-
£6.75 Red Star/White Star £4.55 titled to the discounts detailed
£4.55 Search & Destroy £4.55 below. Standard and Quad Game
£4.55 I Seelowe £3.99 discounts increase with the quan-
£4.55 i Sinai £3.99 tity of games bought in any one
£4.55 . . Sixth Fleet £4.55 order:
£4.55 Sniper! £4.55 Folio Games. Any quantity - 10%
£4.55 Soldiers £4.55 Z-Pack Games. Any quantity-10%
£4.55 , Solomons Campaign £4.55 1-2 Standard/Quad Games - 10%
£4.55 Sorcerer £5.45 3-5 Standard/Quad Games - 15%
£4.55 Spartan £4.55 6-11 Standard/Quad Games-20%
£5.45 Spitfire £4.55 12+Standard/Quad (3ames-25%
£4.55 I Starforce £4.55 These discounts may be taken at
£4.55 Strategy 1 £7.99 the same time as you take out
£4.55 ; Tank £4.55 your subscription.

Prices quoted are those prevailing at press date and are subject to alteration

(Listed alphabetically) '  Global War £6.75
FOLIO GAMES Grenadier £4.55

Arnhem £2.65 '  Island War Quads £6.75
Bastogne £2.65 Invasion America £6.75
Battle of the Nations £2.65 Kamfpanzer £4.55
Bloody Ridge £2.65 Kursk £4.55
Hurtgen Forest £2.65 La Grande Armee £4.55
Jena-Auerstadt £2.65 Lee Moves North £4.55
Leyte £2.85 Legion £4.55

'  Marengo £2.65 Mech. War '77 £4.55
Okinawa £2.65 Modern Battle Quads £6.75
Remagen Bridge £2.65 Moscow Campaign £4.55
Salpan £2.65 i Musket & Pike £4.55
Wagram £2.65 ;  Napoleon De Luxe £4.55

STANDARD & QUAD GAMES Napoleonic Quads £6.75
American Civil War £4.55 ; NATO £4.55
American Revolution £4.55 Normandy £3.99
Ardennes Offensive £4.55 Operation Olympic £4.55

,. Austerlitz £4.55 Panzer Armee Afrika £4.55
. Barbarossa £4.55 \  Panzer '44 £4.55

Blue & Gray Quads £6.75 Patrol £4.55
Blue & Gray II Quads £6.75 Red Star/White Star £4.55
Borodino £4.55 Search & Destroy £4.55
Breakout & Pursuit £4.55 1  Seelowe £3.99
Bull Run £4.55 ■  Sinai £3.99

'  "CA" £4.55 •  Sixth Fleet £4.55
Chariot £4.55 Sniffer! £4.55
Combined Arms £4.55 Soldiers £4.55
Desert War £4.55 Solomons Campaign £4.55
Dreadnought £4.55 Sorcerer £5.45

". East is Red £4.55 Spartan £4.55
Fast Carriers £5.45 Spitfire £4.55
Foxbat & Phantom £4.55 1  Starforce £4.55

v.. Frederick the Great £4.55 Strategy £7.99
L Frigate £4.55 ; Tank £4.55

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

Send with cheque or P.O. to:

SIMULATIONS
PUBLICATIONS UK

W.2 FREEPOST, CROWN PASSAGES,
HALE, ALTRINCHAM, CHESHIRE WA1S 6BR

Tel; 061 941 1533

(Please print full name and address)

'Clients already on our Mailing List have an A/C Code, please
enter this in the space provided. This will ensure speedier
clearance of your order.

Prices include P&P in Britain, Ireland and the Channel Isles.
Overseas orders (except B.F.P.O.) please apply for postal
charges.

Please ALLOW 2-3 WEEKS FOR INLAND DELIVERY

I due to economic conditions
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It seems that one of the conditions which r ,

will apply at the National Wargames Club Champion- >s. L^h
ships next October is as follows - \^ T

"A player who .... leaves the table .... will if' W"
have 10 points deducted from his final total at
the end of the game for each minute or part-minute \ \ cTslfiX'■
of such delay." \ \

Apparently Dave Millward (of the Pike and I \ \ --- -ji ,
Shot Society and a well-known competitor at the * cnti .
National Championships) recently fought against
another Birmingham member a wargame under the conditions that will apply at the National Convention.
Phil Barker umpired the game and is also the "period" umpire at Hull in October. Reporting this,
Dave writes "On the face of it, that's a reasonable rule designed to cut-out undue and unnecessary
delay at the Convention. However, the way it was interpreted during my game was, in my opinion, far
from reasonable as 1 was prevented from leaving the table to answer a call of nature! To my mind
that is taking petty officialdom too far. "With little flexibility the rule could improve Convention
games but applied without consideration for the players comfort it really does become rather nasty.
Whatever happened to humanity and commonsense?" Dave continues his letter muttering darkly about
".... some people get power-mad when you put them in a position of authority".

Like Dave, 1 can go so far in seeing the point of such a ruling if there had been notable past
instances of competitors vanishing for long periods and delaying the game or destroying their oppon
ents concentration - a "gamesmanship" aspect which might have to be considered. 1 can never recall
hearing of a tennis player leaving the Centre Court at Wimbledon during the course of a match nor have
1 ever seen a professional footballer vanish from the field for a few minutes so really 1 can see
little need for a wargamer to vanish during the course of a game. On the other hand, it is well known
that excitement causes the adrenalin to flow and that, to some extent, an athletes performance is often
greatly raised when the adrenalin begins to flow, making him capable of feats beyond that of noi~mal
every-day life and, if we presume that a Wargames Championship is an affair which stimulates excite
ment then 1 suppose it might be possible for a player to become so stimulated as to make frequent
visits to the toilet. But this usually occurs before the event - when working with Southampton Football
Club, 1 can recall a well-known professional footballer creating a Club record by going to the toilets
sixteen times in the period between lunch and the kick-off! Fellow players would look very keenly at
a gambler who left the card table, imagining that he would return with an Ace hidden in his sock or up
his sleeve, but this does not apply to wargamers because it would be no easy job to thus conceal a
regiment of infantry or a squadron of cavalry or nor could they be slipped from ones sleeve or dropped
out of a handkerchief as in the manner of a card. So far as the Wargames Championships are concerned,
if a man is forbidden by the rules to leave the table or disinclined to vanish because the rules,
penalise him, then it could well mean that the player with the better bowel-action wouJ.d emerge
triumphant over a man becoming increasingly jittery as he feels less and less comfortable - so are
the Championships designed to reveal the best wargames generals or the man who possesses the greatest
degree of internal fortitude? So far as Dave Millward personally is concerned, 1 am aware that he
wargames with the greatest intensity and in a manner that could cause nervousness and unease to a less
practised opponent who might feel as; inclined to absent himself from the table to escape the tension!
Looking at it from the other direction, if the rule is specifically and personally aimed at Dave him
self (whose game has been known to be buoyed-up with a few draughts of ale) then it all seems a bit
ridiculous. What have leaving the table and other minor infringements got to do with the actual
ability of a wargamer to defeat his opponent and surdly that is what Championships are all about - to
decide whether one man is better than another not whether he is better behaved,
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THE UNTAMED COLONIAL FRONTIER

lll2na, plus other makers and literature .... It is quite obvious that most of the traditional war-
games period 'barriers' have been well breached figurewise, rulewise and informationwise, to allow
reasonably authentic and attractive wargames.

Colonial period battles, one of the most fascinating categories of model soldier wargaming, re
mains relatively unexploited compared to the others. Of course people play Colonial wargames, but
without the benefit of the detailed research in uniforms and rules available for most other types of
wargame - except in the case of "Skirmish" games. Colonial wargames are a type that need special
consideration, simply because opposing sides differ so sharply in characteristics, equipment and
methods - this is precisely what makes the Colonial game so interesting. As one moves through
military history, morale maintains an undeniable importance as a decisive factor in military en
counters, while firepower gradually assumes a general precedence over melee, until the present day
when melees fade in comparison with such firepower devices as rockets. Colonial warfare between
regulars and natives presents one with a rare exception to the general historical pattern, since the
natives tended to continue to rely on 'ancient' close contact fighting, while the regulars preferred
a more 'modern' reliance on firepower with their more sophisticated weaponry. So, instead of both
sides using roughly similar tactics as in our other wargames the Colonial period presents us with
opponents attempting to force conflict under widely differing methods.

At this stage, many who have attempted Colonial wargames will postulate that the native swords
and spears are so sadly inferior to regular firepower as to make wargames in this period quite im
practical unless one has so many more natives that they take hours to move. Omdurman might be quoted
as a classic example of the hopelessness of using swords against modern firepower.

Certainly Regulars in campaigns such as those against the Sudanese, Zulus and Pathans had a
vastly superior firepower which must be incorporated into any rules controlling such games. What
does not seem to be appreciated is that the natives had significant advantages besides superior
numbers, even if they usually failed to use them effectively. For example operating more lightly
equipped, and under familiar geographic and climatic conditions, native forces had a mobility and
endurance pbtential far superior to most of their Regular opposition - especially the slow moving
campaign equipped infantry that formed the bulk of most British columns. A brief look at Victorian
appreciations of the Dervishes, Zulus and Pathans proves this conclusively. And on the wargames
table a wily player can use this mobility in skilful outflanking and rear hook moves instead of the
suicidal frontal charges across open ground so often resorted to by natives in real-life battles
(Omdurman was the classic example of this).

The second great native advantage generally conceded even by contemporary white opposition, was
superior fieldcraft, specifically concealment. The most dramatic example of what could happen when
a substantial native force managed to delude the Regular commander as to its whei^eabouts, was prob
ably Isandhlwana, although again, ambushing was a potential advantage native commanders failed to
utilise to a sufficient degree in real-life - the luring of the 21st Lancers on to a dead ground
position full of Fuzzy-Wuzzies by Jehadia riflemen at Omdurman seems to be one of the few other
large scale attempts in the Victorian era. But of course, there is nothing to prevent a wargamer
from arranging dozens of fiendish native ambushes against his regular opponent on the table-top,
provided effective concealment of irregulars is made a key point in Colonial rules! The practical
problem here is to reduce the all-seeing roving eye of one's actual wargames opponent to the insect-
scale- view of a real-life Victorian commander in alien and badly-mapped territory, beset by thirst
and flies, and his view obscured by dust, heat haze, unseen dried watercourses, and mirages!

Actually it isn't really so difficult to at least hamper battlefield observation! For a start,
an article by Ian Cohen in that stimulating journal "Savage and Soldier" suggests that native units
beyond a certain distance from the Regulars be represented not by figures, but only by a paper flag
giving little indication of the unit's type or size. As Ian points out, this also speeds movement
in the opening phases of the game. Areas of dense bush (represented by lichen or green painted foam
rubber) and gullies (represented by long strips of odd shaped brown painted cardboard) should always
be part of a Colonial battlefield. Natives in these areas and in reverse slope positions are re
presented by the paper flag without its pole and base with the paper marker actually concealed under
some lichen or the cardboard gulley, making detection at long range at least, as difficult as in



real-life. The regular player is not allowed to watch while the native player carries out his moves;
and from round-to-round paper markers can creep ever closer to their prey as they move along gullies
Or through hush!

To complete the limiting of a regular all-seeing eye, the "mirage horror" system can he added!
By this rule, a native unit which has had its figures revealed hut subsequently disappears into gully,
hush, or behind hill to he represented by a paper marker only (with movements marked also on player's
map) leaves its figures where they could last he seen by the regular player as a mere delusory mirage!
This also saves the trouble of removing and returning figures to the table as they appear and dis
appear. Ambush tactics can become really devious and you purposely stand native units still to make
your opponent think they have disappeared on your map into nearby gullies when in fact they are merely
waiting!

The regular player's antidote to sneak and delusion native player tactics is to send out small
parties of mounted figures as scouts. Once a scouting party reaches a certain distance from "mirage
units" or hitherto concealed paper markers, the umpire or native player must at once place a folded
piece of paper with the scouting party stating exactly what they have discovered. This paper can
then be greedily perused by the regular player when and if a member of the party subsequently reaches
his general figure alive! Naturally the native side goes to great lengths to slaughter scouts in
possession of valuable information, so it becomes good regular tactics to scout in strength.

To sum up the argument and ideas of the last few paragraphs, adequate rules for native conceal
ment, with their greater mobility, in combination with better terrain and tactics than their real-
life counterparts usually made use of, can be used to give really fascinating and skill demanding
games without the natives having vast numerical superiority and so taking much longer to move.

Nor have we yet exhausted the native advantages which should be utilised to allow more balanced
table-top engagements. Especially in the Sudan, the natives showed a daunting skill at melee (even
against charging cavalry) and had large numbers of rifle armed troops which again, they often failed
to utilise in proper co-ordination with their other troops. The Boers in fact, completely burst the
bubble of Regular fire superiority and in the Boer Wars it was often the British wh" attempted more
"ancient" close contact tactics while the Boers preferred to keep their distance with smaller numbers
and relatively far superior firepower. Because the Boers had also concealment skills to match the
natives, they make the most formidable Colonial wargeimes forces of all.

To move from rules to available information, it is obvious to most of us that a great host of
historical works have followed Sir Winston Churchill's early narratives. It is no longer difficult
to find English language descriptions on British Colonial Campaigns at any rate. But when one comes
to the more specific field of uniforms, one realises that research is still sadly behind in comparison
with other periods such as Napoleonic. My own small collection of photo reproductions shows a really
fascinating variety in the styles of dress worn by various tribes encountered during the Sudan cam
paigns - i.e. in the intricate wrappings and hair arrangement of certain Hadendowa tribes, and the
widespread use of Saracen and Crusader equipment by others - some of Gordon's lieutenants in the .iarly
1880's saw whole mounted units in mail. And even the British adopted a considerable variety of dress
colours and fashions - to take one example the good old sunhelmet appeared in several different styles
and could have a cloth over, a puggaree, or a large neck-protecting rear flap, with possibly a coloured
sprig, cloth patch, or metal badge for unit identification!

Very recently, some first glimmerings of really specific and detailed Colonial uniform studies
have appeared in "Soldiers of the Queen" and "Savage and Soldier" as Doug Johnson mentioned in his
letter in the January '76 Newsletter. In particular, Doug's own article in "Savage and Soldier" on
the Egyptian Army I88O-I9OO gave the detailed type of information on uniform variety not available,
to my knowledge at any rate, in any other written source at the moment. Doug is a pioneer in more
than just his attraction to Nile mosquitoes!

Turning to that stormy wargames subject, the figures themselves, after trying larger figures of
30mm, I have realised that smaller figures are far better suited to the sort of rough and ragged en
counters occurring in Colonial wargames. Peter Laing's 15mm figures are ideal, being small enough to
hide in lichen, although in the Durban Wargames Group we decided on makes compatible with Airfik HO
figures - which themselves offer a very wide range of simple conversion possibilities»(so we include
Scruby, Phoenix and early Minifig 25mm's, and Jacklex and Hinton Hunt 20mm's). Directly reflecting
the lack of detailed uniform information in handy form, nearly all makers are content to offer 2 or 3
standard native figures of a type, often differing only in pose. This when half the interest of
native appearance is the very fact that fewer uniform restrictions allowed far greater variety in
dress and weaponry. One can only agree wholeheartedly with Doug's earlier plea for more scope and
imagination in figure design.

1 hope that in writing this article I have managed to avoid the pet-subject dangers of sounding
over feverish and fanatical, but 1 hope even more that fellow wargeuners will see greater potential in
Colonial actions, and bring more ingenuity and scholastic ability to bear on its relatively neglected
aspects of rules, uniform information and figures.

And to end on a personal note, in moments snatched from legal studies and club activities over
the next year, I will be steadily working away on my own Colonial rules and forces, and would be very
grateful to hear from other Colonial enthusiasts who know of further sources, or who are interested
in further discussion about this most challenging and neglected of wargames periods. Simply write to
Noel Zaal, 1 Baden Road, Westville 3630, Natal, South Africa. (Or call personally??.... Ah well!)

(One of the two remaining volumes of WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES will exclusively deal with
Colonial Warfare. D.F.)



TALKING WARGAMING
THE RUSSIANS IN WORLD WAR ONE

The conditions under which World War I was » " ■- , , - •, t
fought were those of Nations at war as opposed to • -*•>>>"' k W&pilW
the Napoleonic concept of Nations in arms and, j'-,., i'-.p.p"- JglL
more important than their uniformed manpower, was , -r ' ' , |N|^
a Nation's ability to supply its fighting forces
with weapons and supplies. A classic example was
that of Russia whose huge armies, consisting 6f
millions of peasant conscripts, were relatively
ineffectual because it was not possible to arm
and maintain them on the battlefields. In spite 1-^/
of having profited by the lessons of the war with jUx
Japan, there was still a great deal wrong with %M
the Russian Army in 191^. Beeause the Russian - -
government were loth to give military training to * ,
more people than was absolutely necessary, the
call-up was small in comparison with the avail-
ability of numbers so that a great majority of M
young men of military age were completely without ^ SS
military training. There was a shortage of ' B „3p^
Reserve officers and no system of military train- Jg
ing camps where conscripts could be given a short ^ W
concentrated course of training. The German . —
victory at Tennenberg in 191^, although one of
the most striking and brilliant victories of the
war, did not have such a decisive effect upon the Russians as generally believed and they were able to
invade East Prussia again at a" later date. Had the Germans lost the battle it would have been far more
decisive and the future course of the war would undoubtedly have been altered.

At this stage on the Eastern Front, the Germans had two brilliant corps commanders in Von Below
and von Francois whereas the primitive disorganised Russians could produce only one first-class leader,
Martis, who commanded XY corps. The tough and unshakabAfec Hindenberg resisted the impulse to influence
his quick talented but mercurial subordinate Ludendorff who generally received credit for the victory
although the battle was planned by Hoffmann and mainly won by von Francois, said to have been prevented
from ever rising above the rank of Corps Commander through Ludendorff's jealousy. Von Below, on be
coming a Group Commander, emerged as one of the best generals on the German side during the war. At
Tannenberg, the Russians fielded some 250 battalions against the German's Ihk but the Germans;' had a
much higher proportion of guns to battalions and were ten times stronger in heavy artillery. Russian
communications were primitive, in simple breakable codes or in clear. It is said that the greatest
German handicap was one of their senior generals Prittwitz.

ooDoo

"Feuquieres has said you are never to wait for the enemy within the lines of circumvallation; but
sally out and attack him. Feuquieres is wrong; there is no dogmatic rule in war, nor should there be
one against waiting for the foe within the lines."

"Napoleon's War Maxims"

ooOoo

PROBLEM OF THE MONTH by John Watts (R.A.G.T.E., B.F.P.0.30).

A plea to your other readers - does anyone know the field uniforms and regimental colours (flags,
that is) of the various Italian countries involved in the unification and the Franco-Austrian War?

ooOoo

HINT OF THE MONTH;

When totting-up dice Reaction factors in rules such as those of the Wargames Research Group, one
tends to lose count and have to start again. A way of preventing this is to have the factors typed
in tabular form and stuck onto a piece of card which is covered by a piece of transparent plastic -
using a wax chinograph pencil, the factors can be ticked as you go and totalled up in the space right
at the bottom of the table.

ooOoo

RULE OF THE MONTH:

There are often occasions when snipers or sharpshooters can pick-off opposing generals and
officers, with an eventual effect upon the morale of the force thus losing its controlling influences.
Having decided whether or mot a hit has been scored, throw a dice - a score 3 or 4 means that the
target-figure has been hit, 1 or 2 means that it is the man on his right, 5 or 6 the man on his left.

-—ooOoo



I HAVE BEEN TO

THE SOMME. VERDUN AND YPRES

Donald Featherstone

count:^ymen feli'in'a and if '
it difficult to associate those grim events with the peaceful rolling agricultural countryside around
us basking under the soft Spring sunshine then the vivid descriptions of experienced Denis 0'Flaherty
conjured it all up for us. We began at the Butte de Warlincourt, the limit of the British advance on
the Somme in I916, climbed this small mound rising like a pimple in the flat countryside and obviously
of vital tactical importance. At Courcelette we stopped to look at the Tank Memorial and photograph
our two World War 1 tank corps men - Jason Addy and Maurice Tiffin, standing proudly in front of it.
Although sixty years have passed there are signs on all sides of past events - jumping from the coach
at this Memorial I landed on what seemed to be a large stone but turned out to be a fair size piece
of shell which became the first of the many momentos I found and took home. On the other side of the
road were the ruins of Pozieres Windmill where an inscription reminds us that here the Australian dead
lay thicker than ever seen in any other part of France. We viewed the imposing Theipval Memorial
bearing the names of 73,000 men with no known graves and walked through the small cemetery behind it.
Directed by the Brigadier, we turned our binoculars on High and Delville Woods, studied the lay of the
land and the exposed glacis over which our infantry attacked at Beaumont Hamel.

We saw the mine crater on Hawthorn Ridge and then walked to the now grass covered trenches and
shell holes in the area of the Scottish Memorial at Beaumont Hamel and in Newfoundland Park. Here are
still trenches and the stakes that held barbed wire, the ground is so open that a small dog would be
visible for a very long way so it is understandable how from 738 Newfoundland infantry who attacked
less than 70 were remaining within half an hour. The famed Y Ravine is now grassed over and lay
peaceful under the sun but its tactical significance remains quite evident and there are ample signs
of dug-outs and fortifications in it.

We climbed the tower in the Ulster Memorial Park on the site of the German Schwaben Redoubt, saw
momentos collected by the custodian and listened to him talking of human remains still being discovered
and buried.

At La Boisselle, the coach stopped on a fairly busy stretch of road bordered by a teultivated green
slope where, Denis O'Flaherty told us the British dead were lying in rows like toy soldiers that had
been knocked over with their khaki stretching through the entire valley causing the green fields to
take on the appearance of plough. Here we saw the Lochnager mine crater, a huge pit caused by explod
ing 60,000 lbs of Amatyl under the German lines. Awe inspiring and seeming almost big enough to take
St. Paul's Cathedral, it taxed the imagination to think of the effect on that morning when it was ex
ploded.

On the following day we traversed Delville Wood which is still a mass of trenches, craters and
shell-holes; heard the Brigadier talk of the many thousands of South Africans who were killed in this
area and visited their cemetery. We went to Flers where, as an old Royal Tank Regiment man, I was
thrilled to see the ground over which the very first tank attack in history took place.

Later in the day we visited Cambrai and lunched in a lane by the side of Havrincourt Wood near to
where one of our party, Jason Addy, remembers his tank harbouring overnight on the 19th/20th November
1917. We trudged across country, following the advance of this greatest of all early tank attacks and
followed the road down to Flesquieres. Road operations were in progress and a bulldozer had carved
away a strip of ground on either side of the road above the ditch, exposing a sort of cross-section of
the fields above and presenting us with a veritable treasure house of souvenirs. Embedded in the soft
ground were pieces of shell, water-bottles, gas-masks, smashed and rusty rifle barrels, even a mhchine-
gun barrel, barbed wire, etc., etc. Obviously all the ground in this area and on the Somme is a mass
of war relics and we were told that even the tractors working in the fields in the area have an armour
plate underneath them to protect the drivers from explosions that their vehicles might cause.

On the following day we made a long haul from St. Quentin to Verdun, taking in the Napoleonic



iDattlefield of Laon en route. We crossed the area Chemin-des-Dames where the French were engaged In
very heavy fighting during W6rld War I and cane to an area marked hy some old entrenchments, a French
75mm and the German gun and a World War II French Renault R35 tank. Here we paused for photographs
and yet another reflective gaze over these rolling areas of ground for which so much hlood was spilt.

To a Frenchman the name Verdun has a highly emotive ring causing them to retain far more relative
ly untouched relics than can prohahly he seen elsewhere in France or Belgium. When one considers that
74 out of the 90 existing French infantry divisions took part in the Battle for Verdun then the magni
tude of this conflict on the French nation can he more readily understood. I recall as a hoy seeing
films of the epic struggles for the forts - Douamont and Vaux - now we had the opportunity of actually
standing on their shell-torn and shattered remains. The fighting within these dank, dark and dripping
tunnels must have heen war at its very worst and even today many of them are harred and marked as
heing too dangerous to enter. The armoured gun turrets and cupolas still remain in position and the
riven masonry, even in the bright light of day, did not stretch the imagination too far to imagine what
it must have heen like in 1916. At Fort Vaux there are still hunks of 12-inch thick steel from shatter
ed turrets lying around on the ground, while unexploded shells can he seen half exposed in the cratered
ground. We went to all the salient points of the area, including a visit to the Ossuary, a huge build
ing with a tower from which a revolving searchlight nightly bathes the battlefield, containing the
hones of 155,000 dead - they can he seen in jumbled piles through glass windows at the rear of the
building and if you have never seen thousands of shattered skulls and femurs piled like firewood then
I can assure you it has a sobering effect. In fact, just as the Somme touched our native pride so
Verdun depressed us with a true consciousness of war at its worst. The whole area is covered v;ith
smi.i-I conifers, explained hy notices in French, German and English saying that the ground is too im
pregnated with human remains and the materie'l of war to he capable of cultivation so small fir trees
have heen planted. There are frequent skull and crosshone signs indicating areas still considered un
safe to ho trodden.

The tour also included digressions into other wars - we saw the Windmill at Valmy and viewed the
ground over which the French Revolutionary armies in 1792, hy their victory in a so-called battle (in
reality a cannonade) over Germans and Brunswickers really got the Napoleonic Wars off to a flying
start. An arch-enthusiast for the Marlhurian Wars, David Chandler was determined to repair the omission
of never having seen the battlefield of Malplaquet in 1709 so we drove through Sedan (memories of 1870
and 1940 ably described hy our lecturers) to reach the Franco/Belgium border near the battlefield of
Malplaquet which was discussed at length. Personally, I seemed to find a greater thrill out of being
told that the road on which we were standing was that taken by Haig's British 1st Corps on their re
treat from Hons in 1914.

In the bright sunshine of early evening we arrived at Vimy Ridge where, after being conducted
through some of the tunnels and viewing the reconstructed German and Canadian entrenchments, we climbed
up to the impressive Canadian Memorial standing high on the Ridge. Viewed from below this was a rising
piece of ground over which we knew the Canadians had charged in a snow storm in March 1917 but when we
actually got onto the top and walked around the Memorial itself we realised its importance because the
whole area of France lay stretched out before us, naked to our gaze with the slag heaps of Loos on the
far horizon. It truly burst upon us the great advantage the Germans had in many of their rising-
ground positions during World War I whilst giving a slight inkling of the triumphant feeling that the
Canadians must have had when they got up there and saw what lay before them.

Later that evening we arrived at Ypres just in time to take part in the touching evening ceremony
at the Menin Gate where Belgian firemen play the Last Post on bugles presented to them by an English
regiment. Our World War I veterans were genuinely affected as might be expected and found names on
the walls of the Menin Gate of men with whom they had served.

Next morning we only had a little while to spare before dashing to Boulogne - another tradition
of these tours is that we should arrive to catch the boat with minutes to spare and this was to be no
exception! Nevertheless, Denis 0'Flaherty managed to race us round as much as possible of the Ypres
Salient, going up to Passchendaele and visiting the large Tynecot cemetery. We went into many of these
cemeteries which are sad but glorious places, never failing to stir ones feelings with both emotion and
pride. It was possible from this area to see stretched out before us the flat and open and once water
logged ground over which so much terrible fighting took place for so long. Every village through which
we passed bore a familiar name and it can be no exaggeration to say that they must be indelibly printed
on the hearts of our fathers and grandfathers. We found a German cemetery at Langemarck where three
original German pillboxes were built into the cemetery wall — in their operative hey—day they were
facing the Pilkelm Ridge and must have seen considerable action.

In London we dispersed, going our various ways - not without a little regret and sadness because
the comradeship and goodwill on these tours has to be experienced to be believed and those of us who
go regularly year after year have come to regard them as a regular part of our lives like Christmas
or Easter. Plans are already going ahead for next year, in fact discussions as to the place to be
visited were tinged with some feeling — they range from Northern Italy, the Normandy beaches and
Waterloo, Portugal,to as far as South Africa - I can hardly wait to be told where I am going in 1977!

THE RHINE CONFEDERATION WARGAMES SOCIETY

Delbert A.Starr the Society Secretary tells me that the Society will be hosting and sponsoring a
Central European Wargaming Convention on November 20th/21st 1976, basically an expanded continuation of
the open house programme initiated by John Mansfield. It will be held in the Mannheim-Heidelburg area
of West Germany (exact location to be notified). Delbert also enclosed the latest issue of their maga
zine THE RHINE CONFEDERATE which contains articles on Napoleonic Wurttemburg artillery; American Revolu
tion wargaming; The Weapons of the Dark Ages; National Characteristics - Prussia in the Napoleonic
period; a Wild West Individual Skirmish; The Dervishes; The Square plus up-to-date news of their latest
campaigns. A.Xso included was a BOOK OF STATUES which is "a complete outline of those Orders, Decora
tions and Medals that may be conferred by the Royal Saxon Army in conjunction with the conduct of
Napoleonic 25mm miniature wargaming and the battles and/or campaigns thereunto belonging." It really
is a fascinating booklet with illustrations of all the medals and certificates that these wargamers can

win in the course of their table-top campaigns. Such enthusiasm is infectious bU't it requires a lot of
work!



WORLD WAR TWO AND MODERN MORTAR FIRE

Ly

L/Cpl Greg McCauley

Here are a few suggestions around which rules for World War II and modern mortar fire could be
based, I have tried to make them as realistic as possible, and they are based on personal experience.

Direction

of

fire.
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Suggested templates: (templates not to same scale).

The use of three dice gives l6 different possible results, as to where the bomb lands in the
target area, the fact some number will occur more often has not been taken into account.

Tables referred to in Rules;

1) Rate of fire per move

Light (e.g. 2" mortar) - 3 rounds per move

Medium (e.g. 81mm) - 2 " " "

Heavy (e.g. 120mm) - 1 " " "

2) Burst Circles

Normal Air burst (e.g. when a bomb hits an object like a tree c
roof)

Inner circle All men killed 5) 6 to save men

Outer circle 5, 6 to save men 3, 5» 6 to save men

Air burst (e.g. when a bomb hits an object like a tree o

Outer circle 5, 6 to save men 3, 5» 6 to save men

r
roof)

5, 6 to save men

The size of burst circles have not been given as so many different ground scales are used. The
time scale is taken as 30 seconds per move. The rate of fire for a 81mm is about 10-12 rounds per
minute, but at this rate mortars would control the board, (due to reduced ground scales as compared
with figures, etc). So I have reduced them to the rate shown.

Mortar fire;

Mortar fire is directed on to a target by an observer in contact with the mortars either by field
telephone or radio. To simulate mortar action on the wargames table the following method is suggested.

The mortar commander (in effect the F.0.0.) estimates the distance between mortars and their
target he then fires one round.

I

The umpire will next get the commanders to turn away as he measures the distance and puts a small
piece of cotton wool where the first round lands, (if it is out of sight of the F.0.0. he does not put
the cotton woold down).

The commander who did the mortar fire spends the next move(s) correcting his shot, until it is on
target. When he is satisfied with his shot the perspex template is put over the spot where the
'corrected' mortar bomb has landed. He then goes on to rapid fire for a specified number of shots,
using the rate of fire per move table.

Three dice are thrown per mortar bomb - this shows where in the 'beaten area' the bomb lands.
The burst circle is put over the 'hit spot' and casualties are worked out according to the table.

I have mentioned the use of an Umpire in the text of the mortar rules. If like me your readers
find Umpires are mythical and elusive creatures, 1 suggest that the commanders do each other's
measurements for the ranging shot.

"The Victorian Military Society is growing steadily in membership although numbers are small as
yet. Stuart Asquith and 1 have done a series of demonstrations at exhibitions to try and promote
interest in Colonial wargaming, but it is a slow process! The last game we did was a re-enactment of
Camerone at the Osprey weekend held in Belvoir Castle, where we used the "Colonial Skirmish Rules"
and 54mm Britains and Timpo French and Mexicans. After six hours solid work, we had managed to
recruit one new member!"

Ted Herbert of Leighton Buzzard.



NAPOLEONIC SKIRMISHING

Dick Tennant (of Taiwan)

I was very interested to read this third Napoleonic
Skirmish report in the April edition of the Newsletter.

The posthumous lesson for the deceased suh-Iieutenant jp H I WB
Schmidt is a very interesting one for the students of this i AbL
period. Nearly all the light infantry and outpost manuals k
of this period stress very heavily the need for reserves. fe,
Unfortunately I cannot quote direct from many of these |fc-
^originals since I do not have them out here with me. How- B IQ V
ever, I particularly rememher that the general opinion he B ^ jE| M f
detached to act in open or extended order and that the R l_l fii MB
balance should he kept to support the action with replace- B' H W MB Mh I 1|
ments and act as a final reserve should the skirmishers he B B B f
forced hack. In the hook of Captain Cooper, A Practical
Guide for the Light Infantry Officer 1806 (facsimile Hlli^H9i'''''ilPiilipp9I^HH^
edition hy F.MuIIer Ltd) it describes how, of this detached
force, several small intermediary reserves should he kept
at intervals to support the firing line. In the same way a
sentry is supported hy a picquet which is covering the main body.

On a larger scale the same principle was applied at battalion level. Within a brigade of the
Light Division usually only the battalion of the 95th would he fully deployed as skirmishers whilst
the British light battalion (A3 or 52 Foot) and the battalion of Portuguese Cacadores would be drawr
up in support. in the same way, a rypicai rrencii uivrsruii ±ii oparn wuuj.u uunaioi. uj. duuuu
battalions and two light infantry battalions; in this case the line voltigeur companies could also be
deployed to strengthen the skirmish line. In both of these examples there was a strong reserve avail
able either to support the attack or to cover a withdrawal.

The muskets of this period had a very limited firepower as individual pieces and hence the large
masses of troops firing at relatively short range where accuracy was not important. Also by stagger
ing the discharge over half-companies and other sub-units it was possible to prevent the situation
where the whole battalion was defenceless for about 20-30 seconds whilst they all frantically reloaded.
In the skirmish this aspect was much more critical since if a soldier was re-loading and unsupported
the enemy could run the intervening 60-150 yards and shoot at point-blank range. With an empty musket
at this date an infantryman was very vulnerable particularly against a horseman, even with his bayonet
fixed. Light troops of this period moved and fought in files of two men for this purpose; the front
man would fire and the second man would move forward to cover him whilst he re-loaded. When he had
virtually finished the covering man would fire in his turn and the sequence would be repeated. Added
to the fact that a marksman would spend longer picking his target at a longer range the rate of fire
of a skirmish line could be as much as half as slow as volley firing. This point is nearly always
overlooked in wargames and in these actions it is most critical.

In this last skirmish consider how things might have fared if the Prussians had been operating
in files:-

Moving in open order with two files on the flanks they would have reached the walls on the ridge
before the French. The four skirmishers advance round the ends of the wall with the rest held back in
reserve. After the opening exchange of fire from the flanks of the wall the file-men would have been
able to take care of any wounded buddies. Sergeant Schnieder could then have done the job he was em
ployed to do, namely to cover his officer and take charge if he was disabled. Having drawn the French
volley the reserve could have moved up to the wall to await the impetuous charge. These five remain
ing muskets at point blank range would have changed the outcome completely.

Nevertheless I enjoyed this article by Mr. Cocks very much and look forward to seeing more
Napoleonic Skirmish reports. As with the characters and timing involved in the Western Gunfight games
I think the Napoleonic wars provide an excellent period for this style of wargames presentation.
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BATTLE REPORT

kJune 18^

Situation;

- THE OTHER BATTLE

J* lA-a- l/it
dt==l '/»

General Musnier was lost - and

so were the three thousand men in

his brigade. All he knew was that
he was in North Italy and that some
where to the south of him was the

rest of the French army. A cautious,
painstaking man, he had spent too
long breaking camp the day before
and had become separated. Now he
could hear the murmur of gunfire to
the south and was harrying his men
along in a most uncharacteristic
fashion.

'''//// ffi If f (nvvvw*.''^

Up ahead, on the crest of
another of the endless hills, there
was a commotion. His leading
battalion, the l/''i2nd, had halted,
and the second battalion of the same

regiment was piling up behind.
Fuming, he rode forward - and
stopped at the top. There, about
two kilometres away, dust rose from
two columns of marching men. His
telescope showed him the white coats
of Austria in the distance. He

counted - at least six separate
units, and guns - more guns than
his single battery. As he watched,
the dust began to settle, and a
group of horsemen rode to the front.
Obviously, he had been seen, and his
hopes of creeping back unobserved
were lost. Only one thing for it -
stand and fight. Casting a quick
glance over the terrain, he rode
back, bawling for his colonels and
the major of the artillery.

stand and fight. Casting a quick
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glance over the terrain, he rode . 4tf»-rAi4v
back, bawling for his colonels and « I - - K
the major of the artillery. * ^

L_^
General Haller was surprised.

Moving to reinforce the main army with a scratch division of reserve battalions, a couple of field
batteries and a battalion of border troops, he had not expected to see another force for at least six
miles. The sudden appearance of the blue-coated troops on the hill in front took him aback, and he
halted the columns. As he watched, the battalion was joined by another, and both spread out into line
on the forward slope. They were joined by a battery of artillery, who unlimbered to a flank. If the
French were going on to the defensive, they probably had a smaller force - and they were in the way.
Calling his staff around him, he gave his orders - left flank, direct assault by one battalion with
two battalions and one battery giving supporting fire, right flank to attack in column through the
village supported by one battery, one battalion to advance in the centre in line and lend fire support
in either direction as required. His officers left him, and a few minutes later the baltalions began
to move into position. As soon as the leading units were ready, he waved his arm, and the whole
Austrian force began to move forward.

The Troops: France

1/12 de Ligne {2k^ Third battalions of: 4th Regiment (24)
2/12 de Ligne (24) 13th Regiment (24)
1/42 de Ligne (24) 28th Regiment (24)
2/42 de Ligne (24) 40th Regiment (24)
Bty Field Artillery (5 + 1 gun) 6lst (Hungarian) Rgt (24)

80th Regiment (24)
6th (St.George) Borderers

(20)
2 Btys Field Artillery
(each 5+1 gun)

Opening dispositions are shown on Map 1. Throughout, to avoid confusion, French battalions will
be referred to as, e.g. l/l2th, Austrians, e.g. 13th.

Austria

Third battalions of:

The Battle:

Move No.

1-3

The Austrians advanced, 40th in column soon out-stripping its two companions. As they
came within range, the French battery opened fire, causing no casualties initially, but
finally getting the range to 40th. As the Austrians closed to within half a mile. General



Musnier realised the threat to his left flank, and sent the two second battalions around he^.
hind the hill, still in line, to counter it, and at the same time ordered the battery to en
gage targets to that flank. The left flank Austrian battery unlimbered and began to fire on
l/42nd. At this, \/'i2nA opened fire, but the range was too great to be effective on the
scattered gunners.

By now, the right flanking attack had gone wrong. The battery, to avoid getting too close
to the French, passed close to the farm, forcing the Greny battalion to fall in behind. To
save waiting, 80th and 13th had marched to the right of the farm, and were now effectively
lagging. (Dispositions at this point
shown on Map 2). The French battery was
now firing on the Borderers, to good
effect, which caused some disquiet, as
they had seen their support disappear
behind the farm. . 11 / I/////.

At this point, the right flank
battery unlimbered and began to engage
heavy casualties. Meanwhile, on the
other flank, ■'lOth had left its supports
far behind and had almost reached the
bottom of the hill, still in column.
l/l2th opened fire, and 'lOth, after a
few crippling volleys at this short
range, virtually ceased to exist. The
survivors scattered back towards the
oncoming lines, who were now receiving
some casualties from l/42nd at long
range. On the right flank, the Borderers
were still losing men fast from the
fire of the French battery, themselves
under fire from the Austrian guns. Now
the 28th took a hand; halting, they
opened fire on the battery's flank.
The combined effect of musketry and
cannon fire drove the gunners from their
guns, with heavy casualties. The
Borderers, now free from their firing,
took heart and began to climb the
slopes.
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Both Austrian batteries now moved forward, to get into close range, and the 4th. and 6lst,
now marching side by side, came within close range of the French infantry and halted to open
fire. Supported by the fire of the 28th, the 6lst inflicted massive losses on the l/l2th, and
the survivors retreated over the hill. The 4th, on the left, and no longer supported by the
now moving battery, lost their firefight with l/42nd and began to retire.

On the right flank, the Borderers were plodding steadily up the hill when, to their amaze
ment, a line of French infantry suddenly appeared above them. The 2/l2th had completed their
stumbling march along the reverse slopes, and were now revealed to the surprised Austrians.
The French commander reacted first - and attacked. This was just too much for the Borderers,
who promptly broke and fled into the village, some of their companies crashing through the ranks
of the 80th, now halted at the unexpected appearance of the French, who now began to advance
down the hill. The Austrian battery, confronted at close range bv the French line, turned about
and hurried off. (The situation at this point is shown on Map 3). Halting, the 2/12th opened

fire on the 80th, who made sporadic
reply before they, too, scattered
into the village. The French, how-

11 11 I 1/(H I'' ' ever, preoccupied by the troops to\V" /N , P'y their front, had not noticed the
^  Oo advance of the 28th on their flank.

i/lt% The right flank companies of the
^ 1=^ ^ ^ j—I I French battalion disintegrated under^  Austrian volleys, and the 2/l2th

.  retreated into dead ground.

'  ii(, VVI C3—'
On ^-he Austrian left, th^

;  I » battery once again unlimbered and
•I' ^5^ opened fire on the l/42nd, who made

^ ^ little reply. Standing by his
OqO deserted guns. General Musnier took
0 o t, stock. His centre was shattered,

1  \.X right flank was holding but could
W  make no headway against the Austrian

® e battery, and was in danger of being
0 IkO I cut off by the battalion advancing
j. through his centre. His left was
*  retiring, with two Austrian battal

ions following up. It was time to
-j cut his losses. He sent aides to

the flank battalions ordering them
to withdraw, and rode down to the

2/42nd, still advancing towards the crest. Quickly, he gave his orders - deploy in line on the
reverse slope, left flank behind the now silent battery, fight enough of a rearguard action to
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allow the remainder to get clear, then.break off the action and follow — and good luck! Musnier
rode off to drive 2/l2th into some sort of order as they streamed past.

Meanwhile, the Austrian advance continued, the 6lst and 28th leading in line, with the 13th
following in column. Haller rode to the village and chased the Borderers out and into some

13 order, and told the right flank battery, still nervously hanging back, to follow his infantry.
The left flank battery, still in action, received no orders, and remained where they were for the
rest of the action.

It was now a race against time. If the 2/42nd, of whose presence Haller was not aware, did
not get into position before the Austrians reached the crest, they would probably be caught in

1^ the flank and destroyed. Struggling and slipping along the slope, they made it, swinging into
line and waited.

As the Austrians reached the crest, the French fired, and fired again. The 6lst, already
weakened by their firefight with l/l2th, broke and ran. The 2Bth swayed, steadied and began to
return fire. Then the 13th, fresh and uninjured, swung around the flank of the 28th and poured

15 over the crest. That was the final blow to the French, who turned and retired by companies.

Haller reached the crest and looked around. He had almost 1,500 men dead or seriously
wounded - only the 13th were untouched - his guns were too far away to be effective, and there
were some hundreds of French wounded and stragglers to be guarded. He had won his battle - the
only Austrian success that day - and was content. He called off the pursuit and began the slow
business of bringing some kind of order to his command.

Game Notes;

1. General. The battle was fought solo, and took 2^ hours. Rules used were South London War
lords 19th Century, using mainly the A.C.W. sections with bits from the F.P.W. Sections and some minor
changes (e.g. lower morale for Borderers, subtractions for range changed to -1, -2, — -5), giving a
ground scale of 1mm = 1 yard and a figure scale of 1 figure = 30 men.

2. Models. Models were all Airfix conversions, the French from Foreign Legion, the Austrian
line infantry from British Waterloo infantry (with a lot of plasticene), the Borderers from Highlanders
and the Austrian artillery from A.C.W. artillery. Guns were unconverted A.C.W. artillery due to lack
of references to what was actually in use.

3. Control. The initial deployments and plans of attack and defence were decided by dice throws
(e.g. do the French occupy the village? 1, 2, 3 yes; h, 5> 6 no). Each time a decision was required,
this too was decied by a suitably weighted dice throw (e.g. the Austrian flanking move becomes appar
ent - 1, 2 do nothing; 3, k, 5 move troops to threatened flank; 6 retire whole force). It was quite
simple to decide on alternative actions and suitable ratios.

k. Casualties. As these rules lead to whole units being destroyed, I have produced a table to
use for final accounting, and for use in campaigns. All losses are divided into four parts — 25!^ aie
dead, 25$^ seriously wounded, 25^ walking wounded and 25^ have decided (temporarily, of course) to take
no further part in the action. This led to a casualty rate of 850 dead and seriously wounded for the
French, and 1,390 for the Austrians - over a quarter of each force.

Note; The ideas in "Control" and "Casualties" are taken or adapted from ideas in Donald Feather-
stone's "Advanced Wargames" and "Solo Wargames".

Comments:

1. Although the rules are sometimes puzzlingly incomplete, they give a good fast game. The
system of "full move - don't fire; half move - fire once; no move - fire twice" seems right for this
period, and gave what I consider to be a likely result to the battle.

2. "General Haller" was unable to extend full control over his front, which led to several diffi
culties, e.g. loss of 40th, battery left behind at end. Borderers out-stripping supports. However, lie
won in the end, mainly because of more effective artillery, the 28th acting as a centra^ reserve ol
firepower, and the 2/l2th's unaccountable failure (dice, actually) to press home the counterattack.

BOOKS BY DONALD FEATHERSTONE

Personally inscribed to YOU, signed by the author. Send cash with order to Wargamer's Newsletter,
69 Hill Lane, Southampton SOl 5AD. All these publications can also be purchased at the Tradition shop
in London (but without personal inscriptions and autograph).
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DECISIONS! DECISIONS I

,  J. A. Hilton

What are we trying to do in wargaming? If we can get our aims clear, we might he able to improve
our methods and avoid the sterility of complex rules and petty geimesmanship of which recent contribu
tors to Wargamer's Newsletter have complained. We might then be able to play games that are both
realistic and enjoyable. The study of the campaigns of Napoleon and of Moltke and of the American
Civil War, together with the theories of Clausewitz and Jomini, should help us to do this. Indeed,
wargames, military history and military theory should illuminate each other.

What we ought to be doing is trying to simulate battles, great battles, that is, between large
armies. Since Napoleonic armies numbered scores of thousands and fought on fronts of up to ten miles,
we need to adopt small scales: six inches to a mile. At this scale only units which advance to con
tact are placed on the table and the game is played in "the fog of war." The players can also make
the sort of decisions commanders-in-chief make, by building military methods into the rules, by allow
ing subordinate units automatically to adopt the required formations; throwing forward skirmishers,
advancing in column, deploying into line to fire and so on.

What then is the aim of the commander-in-chief? To destroy the enemy army whilst preserving his
own. How is this done? What is the decision of the battle? It does not, of ourse, involve wiping
out the enemy to the last man. The Spartans at Thermopylae are the exception that prove (the exist
ence of) the rule. It does not mean killing more of the enemy than they kill of your army. There are
several cases in which the winner lost more casualties than the loser. It does not mean destroying
as casualties a certain proportion of the enemy. One's own casualties may not be known until after
the battle, the enemy's cannot be and, therefore, can have no effect on its decision. It does not
involve the capture of strong-points. Marlborough beat Tallard, whilst the latter still held Blenheim
and Oberglau. It does not necessitate the breaking of the enemy's order of battle, though this was
the case with pre-Napoleonic armies which fought in effect as single units, for each Napoleonic corps
constitutes a self-sufficient formation. It does not, as Marshal Foch maintained, mean merely re
fusing to believe that you. are beaten. You may not believe it but you still can be beaten. It does
not mean seizing the enemy's lines of communication. An army may be in possession of the enemy's
lines of communication at the start of the battle as at Marengo, Jena-Auerstadt and Gravelotte-St
Privat. If, at the end of the battle, one has :sevefedi.the eneiy's communications and preserved one's
own, then one has won but such obvious, complete victories are difficult and rare. The decision is
arrived at by the relative destruction of parts of the army, which can be estimated in the course of
the battle by the visible losses to both sides, by the commitment of one's own reserves and by the
occupation of ground. The commander who estimates in this way that he is suffering the greater losses,
whose communications are threatened, decides the issue by quitting the battlefield before his army is
completely destroyed. If he insists on hanging on, then he incurs that complete destruction, as did
Napoleon at Waterloo, and there is no retreat but a rout.

The tactical decision is, therefore, connected with the strategic decision, with the decision as
to battle. A nineteenth century army with an open line of communications could always refuse battle
by retreating. There were occasional encounter battles like Albuera and Gettysburg but an army could
only be forced to give battle by threatening its lines of communications or its base. Thus Salamanca,
Chancellorsville and Vionville-Mars-la-Tour were brought on by threats to the enemy's lines of commun
ications. And thus Borodino, Waterloo and Chattanooga were brought on by threats to the enemy's
immediate base.

Again it must be insisted that a simplification of rules is necessary to produce both realism and
playability. , If we play with accurate large scale maps, we possess an advantage that nineteenth
century armies rarely had. Only the major features like mountain ranges, rivers, large towns and main
roads should be known to us. The staff-work involved in moving forces and arranging supplies should
be automatically carried out and, therefore, built into the rules.

The strategic decision is obviously connected with the political decision, with the decision of
the war. The destruction of the enemy's main army is in itself insufficient to end the war. The
conquest of his territory is also necessary, for out of that territory he may furnish a new army. For
example, the defeat of the main French armies around Metz and at Sedan in 1870 did not bring about
the immediate'defeat of France; the capture of Paris was also necessary. On the other hand, the
capture of the capital is not sufficient. Austria fought on after the loss of Vienna in 1809 and
Russia after the fall of Moscow in 1812. Even the conquest of the enemy's entire country may not be
sufficient, if he can rely on a more powerful ally to help him. Thus the conquest of Prussia in 1806
did not result in Prussia making peace until the defeat of their Russian allies in 1807. However, the
destruction of the enemy's armed force, the occupation of his capital, the conquest of his country and
the defeat of his senior partner in an alliance will constitute victory.

These conditions of victory are implied in the preconditions which led to war in the first place,
in the decision as to war. The commencement of hostilities is, of course, a political act which may
involve ideological, economic and other considerations not of a purely military nature. Nevertheless,
the motives for war usually involve territorial issues which imply military potential. In other
words, the aims of the war include the occupation of territory which would improve the strategic
position and furnish military force or, negatively, the denial to a rival of such territory. Thus
French aggression during the Revolutionary and Napoleonic wars was motivated, apart from ideological
and commercial considerations, by the wish to dominate Germany and Italy with the security and
military forces they could provide. This motive had a direct effect on the strategy of the Great
Powers. In 1796 it obliged the French to invade both Germany and Italy. In 1805 it persuaded the
Austrians to advance towards the Rhine, without waiting for the Russians, so as to secure Bavaria,
Wurtemberg and Baden. In 1806, it caused the Prussians not to wait for the Russians but to cross the
Elbe so as to occupy Saxony. By 1812, half Napoleon's forces consisted of foreign contingents. Their
disloyalty in 1813 was the result and the cause of Allied victories with dramatic effebt in the
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Must List
Apart from philately, I think wargaming must he the hohhy most geared-up to Impulse-huying. The

sample figures that arrive regularly on my desk excite my son into a frenzy that leads him to mentally
hegin a fresh army each week, hence I have to preserve a resolute attitude for fear of encouraging him
in this profligate approach. Nevertheless, even a hardened wargaming cynic like myself never fails to
find temptation hovering over one or other of the new ranges. I found this month's crop particularly
hard to resist - a fine range of HINCHLIFFE English and French Medievals; Personality Generals and
other Command figures of the Napoleonic Wars hy MINIATURE FIGURINES, who have also put out some superh
25mm artillery pieces and accessory details, while their 15mm range has so many tahle—top advantages
that I find myself thinking of "second" armies in that scale. However, everything that lies in front
of me as I dictate is worthy of far greater discussion, so here goes I

Always a great admirer of MINIATURE FIGURINES horses, this month 1 am quite lost in admiration
for what seems to me to he one of the finest 25mm (in fact in any scale) model horse 1 have ever seen
- W3 this Large Shire horse is quite superh as its designer has caught the plodding strength so
apparent in these animals to the extent that every time 1 look at it I think of English ploughed
fields on a winter's day with leafless trees standing against the background of grey skies and rooks
cawing in the sky above as the Victorian farmer ploughs his field. Similarly, the designer has caught
the head-down, uphill plod of a mountain artillery mule in W6 - a team of these with the wheels, trail,
hreech and appurtenances, of an Indian mountain battery, led hy native artillerymen moving into action
against North-West Frontier tribesmen is a sight calculated to make the Colonial wargamer reach for his
chequebookl Still on horses, take a look at N4, 6, 7 and 9 - the recommended mounts to carry Miniature
Figurines latest range of British Personality Command figures for the Napoleonic Wars. Complete with
furniture, these horses live up to the excellent equine standards that this firm has set. And what oi
the men who ride them? Well, brought to life with careful painting, these leaders had better live up
to the reputation of their forbears 1 Frankly, coming out today figures such as these facing me on the
other side of the table give me an inferiority complex as I look at the nondescript characters masquer
ading as Wellington, Napoleon, Picton and Ney - all that could be obtained and converted a decade ago
when my Napoleonic armies were formed. Here we have personality figures in Uxbridge, Hill, Picton,
de Lancey and..Ponsonby with un-named Lieutenant and Major-Generals, Staff Officer with orders, A.D.C.,
a General sitting at a table, and a mounted officer with a telescope backed up by a Light Dragoon
scouting and a picket Light Dragoon with a carbine. Also from MINIATURE FIGURINES are some kits that
make up into 25mm Napoleonic artillery pieces and accessories - without actually making one up I can
say that the finely designed parts even down to rammers, sponges and buckets, indicate that they will
look pretty realistic when painted, and crewed. For me they came at an opportune moment because 1 had
long since tired of my plastic Napoleonic artillery and was contemplating changing over to some of the
fine new metal artillery pieces on the market - providing 1 can find somebody who needs the money I
will pay to have them made up and paintedl Here is the list of pieces-that are available at the moment
- 5.5ins Field Howitzer; 6ins Howitzer; French klb Horse Gun; Mountain Howitzer; 9ins Mortar; British
6lb Horse Gun; French Caisson and British Caisson.

Rather than dart about from one scale to another, this month I will review all the 25mm iigures
before passing on to other sizes. This brings me to yet another range made even more attractive by
the fact that at the moment 1 have nothing in this period yet my latent interest and enthusiasm has
always existed since writing THE BOWMEN OF ENGLAND. I am referring to the new HINCHLIFFE MODELS LTD
range of Medievals which, at the time of writing, consists of the following - English Man-at-Arms 1415;
English Arch 1415; English Knight with sword and shield 1415; English Knight with battleaxe 1415;
French peasant with spear 1415; French peasant with bow 1415; French crossbowman 1415; French Knight
with sword and shield 1415; French mounted Man-at-Arms 1415 and Heavy horse walking. Undoubtedly,
there are unseen hands guiding me towards this period and eventually I shall have to succumb - my most
recent interest was aroused by reading the fascinating fresh aspects of Agincourt in John Keegan's
extraordinary book FACES OF BATTLE. Undoubtedly these armoured men-at-arms, when fighting on foot,
waddled into battle, displaying none of the litheness and speed of foot shown by infantrymen in later
years. This gait has been caught by the designer in the four Knights and men-at-arms mentioned above.
Similarly I feel that the French crossbowman seems in a characteristic stance but 1 ailf a little dis
appointed with the English archer who is a rather lumpy figure in the act of firing but unfortunately
without displaying in his posture the sheer power and skill that made him one of the most technically
competent light infantryman of all times. Perhaps I am being a little unfair here because, to me the
English archer is an almost immortal man twice as large as life with as his only rival, a 95th Rifleman
of the Peninsular Wars. Perhaps it is because I have been told that my name Featherstone indicates
that my ancestors had some connection with archery, perhaps as arrow makers! The French peasants in
this range make it possible to reproduce an evident facet of Medieval warfare in the likelihood of non-
military locals banding together (often under a Lord or similar commander) to take part in a battle as
they did at Agincourt when they attacked the English camp. Finally, we come to the French mounted man-
at-arms which, complete with horse is perhaps the best of all this range and one that will look superb
painted up in reasonable numbers. Yes, I am certainly fighting a big temptation here! Although I was
most interested to research and write of the Battle of Kadesh, fought in 1288 BC and probably the first
recorded combat in military history, I cannot arouse much interest in wargaming the period - neverthe
less, the HINCHLIFFE Ancient Egyptian range opens yet another period for the wargamer who wants some
thing a little different. Here we have a Sherden who seems to be a sort of reasonably heavily armoured
foot warrior with sword and shield who would certainly frighten me if 1 walked round the corner and
bumped into him. It is quite an impressive figure and should become popular. The Hittite axeman looked
as though he had just stepped out of some engravings on pottery or the walls of an Ancient tomb, because
he is in a highly unnatural artistic pose and holding his axe like a Medieval monk waving a wooden cross
in a manner that would prevent him from using it very effectively if the need arose! The Hittite
guardsman and spearman are well done, particularly the former who will probably tempt enthusiastic war—
gamers to grossly overburden their Hittite army with guardsmen!

The HINCHLIFFE Medieval range is completed with yet another of their fine Equipment Groups - this



time a Medieval tumbril withiwattle sides, a pair of oxen and peasant driver which retails at fil.obp.
The oxen are great and, added to a number of other beasts of this calibre that I seemed to have re
ceived lately, 1 can see that 1 shall soon have enough to provide the ox-wagons that will accompany
Lord Chelmsford into Zululand in 18791 In case Frank Hinchliffe considers this to be sacrilege, I
hasten to add that this wagon when made up and painted looks great and could well provide the reason
for a small-scale engagement with a force endeavouring to protect its baggage-wagons from an enemy
raid.

It is the expressed conviction of Neville Dickinson, head man at MINIATURE FIGURINES, thatthe
15mm figure is the wargaming scale of the future - and who are we to argue with such an authority?
One factor which prevents a new scale from becoming popular is the lack of a complete range of friend
and foe in more than one historical period. In the case of the 15mm scale this does not apply as both
MINIATURE FIGURINES and PETER LAING seem to work like beavers turning out a constant flow of new
figures. For example from MINIATURE FIGURINES this month I have received four new types of Ancients —
Egyptian Cavalry Archer, Greek Command Strip; Thracian Light Cavalry with Sarissa and half armoured
camel lancers. Then there are six attractive strips of both Horse and Foot for the American Revolution
1776 - British Line Infantry; British Grenadiers; Dragoon Command; American Line Infantry; American
Riflemen and American Dragoons. Finally and in yet another scale MINIATURE FIGURINES have turned out
a fine American Civil War artillery set with a Dnlon.gun'crew who can handle either Whitworth or
Napoleon guns for which a limber is provided together with a strip of straining artillery horses. With
out exception, all these figures are well detailed, completely distinctive and capable of being painted
as colourfully as any figui-e in a larger scale. The American Revolution Dragoons are fine as are the
armoured camel lancers and the artillery horses - it seems to me that cavalry turn out better than
infantry in this scale. The guns are beautiful little pieces, very detailed and quite accurate models
of what they are intended to represent. 15mm scale wargaming is in no way a poor relation and, if you
have not already done so, then have a look at this range because you might find yourself taking it far
more seriously than you expect!

Second to none is his enthusiasm, PETER LAING who advertises regularly in this magazine, has a
most extensive range of 15mm wargames figures - some in the same periods as Miniature Figurines so that
both can be complementary to the other but Peter also has a fine and extensive range of Colonial
figures (both European and Native) together with Crimean War and Horse-and-Musket ranges. Just as
every jaded city businessman dreams of acquiring expanses of fields and longs to be a farmer whilst
forgetting that you have to get up at five o'clock in the morning and that the winters are jolly cold,
so do I sometimes think a bit wistfully of Peter Laing down there in Hereford, after displaying
sufficient courage and force of character to resign from school-mastering and pursue his hobby/occupa
tion of model soldier making for a much harder living. It does not take much reflection to realise
that Peter struggles like the rest of us and this fact is occasionally detectable in his letters which,
however, are always cheerful, optimistic and highly readable. In his latest missive he says "1 actually
have some new models on offer - mostly Ancients. I have started a programme of re-modelling some of
my earlier horse figures, starting with my Normans and 1 hope you will notice the improvement in the
samples 1 will send yoUs I have still made the earlier ones available as some customers wish to match
with existing armies. The programme of re-modelling is very long term as it all costs money! In the
present economic climate 1 have to balance carefully new issues with re-modellers and I am trying to
avoid a price increase by internal economies. My prices have remained stable (with a few minor adjust
ments) since 1 started in 1972 and 1 managed to absorb the VAT in the price when I was liable for regis
tration. I have just got my latest load of metal — the price rise on that too was alarming. Anyway,
I am glad to say interest in 15mm and my figures in particular is still satisfactory." 1 doubt if any
single manufacturer of any product in this country can truthfully claim not to have raised his prices
since 1972 and 1 am sure that, whilst Peter's devotion to his customers is no doubt greatly appreciated
they are sensible enough to realise that the cost of everything has risen greatly in the past four '
years and I think that Peter owes himself a price rise - how about it Peter?

From Peter Laing came samples of his latest offerings - a group of Sassanid infantry; a group of
Goth/Vandal infantry and, from his Feudal range an armoured axeman, a Personality figure of King
Harold and another mounted Personality figure so recent that it does not even appear in the catalogue!
Then there are four mounted Normans and a group of Sassanid, Byzantine and Goth/Vandal cavalry.

Peter Laing's catalogue is a modest affair but packed with details of his ever—increasing range
of figures. At the moment this is really most comprehensive and is as follows - ■kOO'Series: Ancients
- this popular and expanding series gives the wargamer, figures covering Assyrians, Persians, Greek
Roman and Gallic troops. Besides foot and cavalry figures, chariots, camels, elephants and a ballista
are available. Also Goths, Byzantine and Sassanid. Plus Egyptians, Hittites, Carthaginians and
Republican Romans. 200 Series: Feudals - Covers warfare during the 11th century. The figures cover
both armoured and unarmoured foot figures, several cavalry items and a mangonel. Besides European
forces, there are Saracens to extend the series to cover the Crusades. 900 Series: Medieval - This
series has been introduced to cover warfare in the 14th and 15th centuries, and includes, besides foot
and cavalry figures, early artillery, battering ram, scaling ladder and trebuchet. 500 Series: Enalish
Civil War and the 30 Years War - Covers European warfare in the 17th century, especially the English
Civil War. Items from the 1000 Series give suitable Scots figures for Montrose's army. 100 Series-
Marlburian - The campaigns of the period 1700-1730. Besides foot and cavalry figures, the artillery
train is well represented. As the European contestants of this time wore uniforms that were almost
Identical, differing only in colour, the figures give a very good scope for the modeller. Attention
IS drawn to the 1000 series which contains figures which can extend the 100 series to cover the '15 and
45' rebellions. In conjunction with the 300 series and the 1000 series, these figures can be used for
the 7 Years War. 300 Series: American Revolution - Warfare on the American Continent during 1773-1784
and can be extended to European warfare using selected items from the 100 series. Series 1: Napoleonics
This IS an expanding series, with the initial introductions being British and FrenchI 800 Series-
Crimean - Includes the main participants of the Crimean War, including, besides British and Russians
French and Turkish troops. 6OO Series: Colonials - This covers the British army and its campaigns '
during the latter part of the 19th century. It includes Boers, Zulus and Dervishes, as well as the
Indian and Egyptian Armies. Besides foot and cavalry figures, a mountain gun, field gun. Gatling

available. 700 Series; . World War I - The Western front at the beginningoi the 1914-I8 war. The figures cover British, Belgian, French and German infantry, cavalry W



artillery. The wargamer can conduct campaigns when the fighting was still fluid, hefore the construc
tion of the continuous lines of trenches. 1000 Series; Link - This series will contain figures which
enable the scope of existing series to be broadened. The first items are Scottish figures, which may
be used either with 100 and 300 series for the '15 and 45' rebellions, or with the 500 series for
Montrose's army. Also in this series are 7 Years War items.

From HINCHLIFFE MODELS LIMITED come the latest figures designed by Julian Benassi - an Austro-
Hungarian Grenadier 1814 and an Austrian artillery carpenter 1808-1812, both in 75mm scale. It does
not appear to be generally realised just how big a part the Austrians played in the Napoleonic Wars -
perhaps because they invariably seemed to be on the losing side -.inevertheless, they probably put up
as doughty a resistance to Napoleon's aspirations as any other nation. To be a true Napoleonic war-
gamer, one must have some Austrian formations in their collection because they were present at most of
the major campaigns. Typical of those fighting in 1814 was the Austro-Hungarian Grenadier, in this
case covered by colouring instructions specifically for the Hungarian Graf Sztarag Regiment No.33"
The black fur Grenadier cap, the white coat and the light sky blue trousers make for an attractive
figure which will look very nice when complete. Quite distinctive in his style of design, Julian
Benassi similarly seems to follow his own inclinations in his choice of figure - who else would have
thought of a Napoleonic carpenter? This is an attractive and unusual figure likely to appeal to the
collector who is tiring of the usual blood—thirsty action poses. I go to Austria on holiday quite a
lot and I am most impressed with the quite typical "Austrian face" that Mr. Benassi has designed into
this figure. It would be interesting to know if the designer is also adept with a pen and brush
because in a sense his figures are 3-dimensional cartoon characters, slightly larger than life and
with their salient features exaggerated enough to achieve additional prominence. As a digression, I
wonder if there would be a market for similar figures of contemporary statesmen, politicians and the
like - the more bitter and twisted among us might find great pleasure in making a model of a hated
politician and then throwing things at it! How about some figures of Wedgewood Benn, Michael Foot or
President Amin?

The June 1976 list from NAVWAR PRODUCTIONS LIMITED, 48 East View, Barnet, Herts, EN5 5TN, not only
contains a list of ENSIGN 1:1250 scale aircraft models of Great Britain, France, Germany, Japan, Holland,
U.S.A. and the Soviet Union, but also some of the more popular board wargames; Ensign books on warships;
a comprehensive selection of rules for fighting with miniatures and with model ships plus a number of
different accessories that facilitate naval wargaiming. If this is your field then NAVWAR can help you.

From Bob O'Brien of THE WAR GAMES RESEARCH GROUP, 75 Ardingly Drive, Goring-by-Sea, Sussex, I have
received their latest production WAR GAMES RULES SIXTEENTH AND EARLY SEVENTEENTH CENTURY 1490—1660 by
George Gush. Their price, direct from W.R.G. is £l,30p including postage, U.S.A. surface mail ^3-00>
air 04.50. A familiar figure in the wargaming world, the patriarchial appearance of George Gush gives
him a head-start on the rest of us right from the beginning but George does not only look a wargamer
he is also a very talented and deeply thinking one. His beautifully assembled and painted armies for
this and the Ancient period are well known, he fights a good wargame in the true spirit without break
ing blood vessels if he loses and is noted for the time and trouble he spends in encouraging younger
wargamers and newcomers to the hobby. If only for all those reasons, then these rules deserve to be
a success but, over and above that, it is pretty certain that they are accurate, comprehensive and
capable of producing authentic results. Originally based on the rules produced by Dave Millward for
the 1971 National Wargames Convention (which were in turn based on a prototypeset by the Wargames
Research Group developed from their Ancient rules) various modifications and additions have been made,
based on playing experience and historical research. Covering the period dominated by the pike and
the rise of infantry fire arms, from the Italian Wars to the English Civil Wars, this is a highly
colourful and fascinating era in which to wargame. Additionally, it has its own "Pike and Shot
Society" run on similar lines to the Society of Ancients which also produces a bi-monthly magazine
The Arquebusier. The Treasurer is Pat Wingfield, 14 Wentworth Drive, Crofton, Wakefield, W.Yorks.
Now, to the rules themselves - seemingly following the general style of rules put out by the Wargames
Research Group they commence with a section on Scale and Troop Types and their points values. Then
comes a section dealing with Orders - always a very strong feature in W.R.G. rules before we arrive
at the nitty—gritty of all rules — details of movement; disorder or disorganisation; shooting; melees
and reaction tests. In addition there are sections on flight, pursuit and prisoners; baggage trains;
field fortifications; and an invaluable section dealing with troops of the period - divided inti) their
type, protection, morale, order, essential weapons, optional weapons and the armies to^which they
belonged. Such tables are worth their weight in gold as they save hours of research.

Under the heading of FIRE AND MOVEMENT - The Forum of Simulation Warfare, a new magazine designed
for those enthusiastics in this style of wargaming is being published by Fire and Movement, P.O.Box
820, La Puente, California 91747, U.S.A., one year (6 issues) 08.00, outside U.S.A. add 02.00 per year.
A sample copy can be obtained for 01.50 - I imagine extra will be required if outside U.S.A. The leaf
let in front of me says that the magazine will consist of 40 pages of articles by highly experienced
gamers and designers on a wide range of topics including an in—depth battle report on a game played by
two or mor play—testers who will look at the game itself, consider how it plays, its play balance,
historical accuracy, etc. There will be news on the wargaming front and new games in the course of
development together with historical articles and a historical study of the game covered in the close—up
or simulation warfare article. This game "Close—Up" will be a detailed survey of an individual game,
studying the basic systems and the rules, the game components, etc., taking an objective view of the
game and discussing its strengths and weaknesses with constructive suggestions for changes in the rules,
scenarios, etc., to improve the game as a whole. There will be a regular section devoted to World War
II tactical level games where new scenarios will be designed, rules and tactical game systems discussed
and devised; under the heading of Crossfire the reader is able to submit his ideas and views on games
and in "Scenario Corner" additional battle situations which can be created for all the different games
in the field will be discussed. The publishers claim that FIRE AND MOVEMENT will be a magazine that
will change with you as through the readers response the magazine will vary to suit their tastes. Not
being in the business of manufacturing games, editorial policy is claimed to be based on objective and
fair analysis -of games. There seems to be a need for such a magazine but if it is to remain in exist
ence then it will need support - try a sample copy.



TREVIS LIMITED, 19 WoodDastwick Road, Sydenham, London S.E.26, has produced a set of four
coloured postcards of different model soldiers, huilt and painted hy "Britain's foremost modellers".
They are Dennis Green - Elefant Gun (Tank Hunter) World War II diorama; Jim Booth - Heavy Cavalry
1803 mounted single figure; Max Longhurst - Lancer of Berg Second Period I8I2-1813 and Graham Brown -
Carahiner Trumpeter (with horse) 1813-1815• Each well-produced card of a model soldier sells at I5p
each or four for 50p with discount for orders over £5.00p. Trevis Limited hope to produce a series
of these pictorial cards showing the work of these talented people, who are probably well known in
the world of model soldiers.

From John Traynor of Number One Wargames Command c/o 22 Old Cote Drive, Heston, Hounslow, Middx,
CW5 ORW, I have received a set of WARGAMES RULES FOR WORLD WAR ONE (Shortened Edition) at 50p plus
15p post and packing. In the letter that accompanied them John Traynor (who wrote the rules in
association with Chris Nation) says, "My own belief is that above all a set of rules should be both
jxlayable and enjoyable. When compiling my World War One rules I attempted to make them as comprehen
sive as possible and yet keep the calculations simple - in most cases a matter of addition or sub
traction. Rules must have simple, easily understood calculations but at the same time they must cover
as many aspects of the game as possible. My own solution when producing the World War One set was to
produce a fairly thick (pages not mentality!) set of rules covering most possibilities and a playsheet
showing all the calculations (additions or subtractions from a dice throw). This advantage of course
is that any wargamer looking at the rules assumes by the number of pages that they are very involved.
As a result a shortened version of our rules has been produced specially for wargamers new to World
War One and for younger wargamers. Whether they will be praised for their brevity or scorned for
their unanswered questions remains to be seen."

Well, 1 do not know quite what to say about these rules because 1 hate being over-critical and,
not having played them, they may contain some facets unrevealed by even my close perusal. My over
riding impression is that they are mis-named in that what they are attempting to simulate/control
bears no resemblance to the basic static trench warfare of World War One but only to the first few
weeks of I9IA and perhaps the Eastern theatres of war. They seem to me to be rules for almost any
sort of warfare from the Franco-Prussian War up to August 191'i, albeit with primitive armoured vehicles
and poison gas thrown in to give a period atmosphere. Although 1 could find no specific table of
ranges, it seems that artillery can fire up to 5,000 mm which is a much larger area than most wargames
tables encompass yet no mention is made of "off the table" artillery firing and surely no realistic
World War One simulation can include artillery pieces of all calibres on the actual wargames table?
Admittedly the basic aspects of World War One hardly lend themselves to simulation on the wargames
table and it is quite possible that these rules will excellently control the 'warfare of the late 19th
century, with infantry, cavalry and artillery but they do not strike me as being able to realistically
control the type of' fighting that took place on the Somme, Verdun or Ypres to name but three places
recently visited and ingrained deeply in my mind.

NAPOLEONIC WARGAMING IN l/300th SCALE

P. Fenna

Of recent date there has been a number of articles in the Newsletter about l/300th scale Napoleonic
wargames. 1 have been painting up a Heroics Prussian Army in this scale, and also some French, of which
1 hope to amas's more in the future. 1 organise my infantry battalions into 20 figures and standard, k
companies of 5 figures. Cavalry regiments are represented by 12-20 figures and the remaining figures
are held back in reserve in a battle. There is always enough figures in each cavalry pack to form a
regiment. My artillery batteries are organised as 1 gun and 5 crew stuck to a green card base.

The time spent on painting these figures is really nothing compared to 25mm figures. It takes me
approximately 2^ hours to paint one twenty-figure battalion, whereas a 25mm figure usually takes at
least an hour to complete. At present 1 have a Prussian force 7,788 men strong at full strength (236
figures). 1 am using Paddy Griffiths' ground scale of lmm=10m in formulating my rules. Before 1 used
a ground scale of 1 inch = 100 yards and got the movement values for troops by scaling-down the 25inm
equivalent arriving at (e.g.) ̂  inch for line, 1 inch for column, add -4 inch for charge move, etc.,
etc. The new scale proves more accurate.

My wargame scenery is made up of light green pipe-cleaners for hedges, and 1 make brick walls by
cutting strips off the brick paper sheets available in model shops and glueing them to a card base
coloured green by paints or felt pen. Simple trees are made by cutting up wooden cocktail sticks into
segments about 20/30mm long and sand-papering one end until it is smooth. Then it is painted a brown
colour, or could be left blank if it is already a realistic brown colour. Next, a piece of lichen is
stuck to the top end of the stick and finally it is stuck to a green card base (by the sanded end)
about 1cm square. 1 have made several trees in this manner and it is worthwhile having made your own
because some of the sets of small scale railway layout trees can be quite expensive.

1 have based my Prussian units on the order-of-battle of the Prussian Army at Waterloo giving each
battalion a particular number of a unit that was engaged in this battle. It is a shame that Heroics
have not yet produced any Prussian Landwehr (Reservists) figures as the Landwehr units made up a large
part of the Prussian Army at Waterloo. The size of 5nun figures allows a whole infantry brigade to be
massed on the table-top where there was only a battalion in 25mm scale. A small engagement, involving
a couple of battalions a side could even be fought on an oversize book!



BOOK

REVIEWS
¥ORLD UNIFORMS AM) BATTLES 1815-50 T3y Philip

Haythornthwaite, illustrated by Michael Chappell.
(7^" X 5i"; 188 pages; 6k full-page coloured
plates; 5 pages black-and-white plates. Hippo-
crene Color Guides and Blandford Press Ltd -07.93 )

This seems to be a joint venture between some
old friends in England and a very go-ahead American
publisher - which is a good thing because these
Blandford colour series are too good to have a
relatively restricted U.K. circulation only. The
author and artist are well known as being first-
class in their field and both can be justly proud
of this book. It covers the period from the Battle
of Waterloo until 1850, commonly termed "the long
peace" but punctuated by a series of small wars,
revolutions and insurrections that rocked Europe,
the Americas and British Colonies overseas. It

illustrates over 130 uniforms of some 27 armies,
both their full-dress and active dress uniforms

worn on such widely-differing campaigns as European
revolutions, the Spanish Carlist War, the Sikh Wars,
the us/Mexican War, the War of Texan Independence,
the campaigns of Bolivar and San Martin in South
America and many others. Probably rightly claimed
to be the first book ever to deal solely with this
period, it is undoubtedly of great interest with
out necessarily being completely indispensable to
the wargamer whose interest in many of the
campaigns described will be minimal. However,
there are certainly two campaigns described in the
book, and the uniforms illustrated, which can make
ideal wargaming material that hitherto have been
much neglected. These are the Sikh Wars - certain
ly the fiercest fighting that the British Army was
ever engaged in in India - and the US/Mexican War
of 1846-47 where small and colourful armies of
American Volunteers overcame immense odds and

territorial difficulties to defeat the numerically
superior and gorgeously arrayed Mexican forces.
If you are looking for off-beat wars to wargame
and you want some information on the uniforms,
then you will find them in this book (if you want
information on the wars themselves you will find
them in "At Them With The Bayonet" and "All For A
Shilling a Day" and Volume III of "Wargames Through
The Ages" by Don Featherstone). Philip Haythorn
thwaite is a mine of information and gets it down
on paper in competent fashion. Here he briefly
deals with the history of the wars and then des
cribes the uniforms so capably illustrated by
Michael Chappell. His uniform descriptions also
include some interesting little tit-bits of in
formation which make them more than just the usual
recital of the facing colours, epaulettes and the
like.

SUBMARINES IN COLOUR by Bill Gunston,
illustrated by John W. Wood. (7^" x 5i"; 200 pages;
79 full-page colour plates; 6 pages black-and-white
line drawings. Blandford Press - £2.75p).

A few weeks before reading this book I was
shown over Fort Dolphin - the British Submarine
base at Gosport where, in addition to looking over
the Museum lunching in the Officer's Mess, we
we went down into a submarine and were given a
guided tour around it. Personally, I did not feel
happy even in the knowledge that it was safe in
dock and I am firmly of the opinion that anybody
who goes to sea in one of these things - even in
peacetime - deserves a medal I Therefore, it was
with some interest and not a little awe that I
studied this book and so fascinating did I find it
that to my surprise suddenly discovered it was tea-
time and I had spent an entire Sunday afternoon
going through itl The illustrations are, as always,
with Blandford, excellent and I found the accomp

anying text to be highly readable and understand-

«iS8f



aUle even to a complete Ignoramous like myself. As I have said, this is an interesting hook even if-
it is not your subject but if you battle with model ships or are interested in naval matters then it
is a wonderful buy at a very reasonable price.

Ian Allan the Publishers put out some fine books and their Autumn and Winter 1976 list shows they
are keeping up their standards. Among those listed are WARSHIPS OF THE WORLD: Part I: Major Classes -
the first of a planned series which detail and illustrate all warship elasses of the world's major
navies and record their operational histories. Then there is the sequel to the successful DESERT RATS
AT WAR in NORTH AFRICA by George Forty - this one DESERT RATS AT WAR IN EUROPE - truly a nostalgia
volume for many of our older subscribers. Christopher Foss has written INFANTRY WEAPONS OF THE WORLD
covering pistols, sub-machine guns, light, medium and heavy machine guns, light mortars and light anti
tank weapons; then there is 51st HIGHLAND DIVISION AT WAR by Roderick Grant, telling of a very famous
World War II formation that took part in more battles of that war than any other infantry group. There
are a number of good books on World War II aircraft including LUFTWAFFE HANDBOOK by Alfred Price and
two new volumes in their "Sea Battles in Close Up" - No.16 JAVA SEA and BATTLE OF THE MARIANAS. Finally
by C.R.M.Messenger is THE BLITZKRIEG STORY telling of Hitler's lightning war techniques of combining
tanks, aircraft and motorised infantry into powerful armoured spearheads thrusting deep into an enemy's
territory. A tempting selection'.

Yesterday I received from THE WOODFORD BOOKSHOP, 33 Victoria Road, South Woodford, London E18 ILJ,
their Military Booklist Number k July 1976 and, being devoted to British Colonial warfare I found it
absolutely fascinating and so full of books both known and unknown as to almost form a bibliography
for a number of aspects of British Colonial warfare. For example, there are 3^^ pages listing books on
the Indian Mutiny and large numbers of Histories of Indian Regiments including thirty books on the
Gurkhas! In addition, the list includes many books dealing with other wars, including the Spanish-
Civil War, Korea, and a lot of off-beat operations besides naval and air books and a whole host of
other mouth-watering literary goodies. Some of them seem remarkably cheap, others the reverse but one
has to pay for the service of finding these books and making them available. This book list is very
interesting reading and well worth a subscription of 50p per annum for four such lists.

Regrettably it has to be announced that the American wargaming magazine THE COURIER has had to
go out of business as Dick Bryant, its Editor, just found that it all got a little too much for him
and that he was getting further and further behind. I never could quite understand how I have
managed to keep the Newsletter going on time since about 1962 - maybe I do less work otherwise or I
work faster than most! Anyway, Courier has been taken over by a publication new to me LITTLE WARS
which seems to be run by Tom Kash and well-known American wargamer Garry Gygeix from P.O.Box 756, Lake
Geneva, Wise., U.S.A. 531^7. Readers of the Newsletter who have subscriptions to Courier will be
comforted by the knowledge that their subscriptions will be honoured by them receiving two copies of
LITTLE WARS for every three copies of the Courier due to them. Many of the Courier writers will con
tinue to write for Little Wars and it is hoped that the style and spirit of Courier will continue to
be reflected in its pages. It would be interesting to receive a copy of Little Wars for review in
these pages as I have not the slightest idea whether it is a new publication or exactly what it owes
to its "steal" of the title of the fgimed and immortal book of that name by H.G.Wells. I must confess
that 1 would have expected a little moie originality.

Rumours are also around that SWORD AND LANCE may be discontinued as in the case of Dick Bryant of
Courier, its Editor has had to capitulate to pressure of work and cease editing the magazine. Sub
scribers might not realise exactly what good value they got in Sword and Lance because its printing
costs together with postage and the like must have been very high so that it was only possible to sell
it at its price by the Editor and his associates working on it as a hobby on a non-profit basis. But
the labourer is worthy of his hire and there is no one in the wargaming world (or any other world eome
to that) who should sit back and expect people to churn out edifying material for them without paying
the proper price for it. Now I come to think of it however, I am not so sure that I am not in almost
the same boat with WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER! Right, enough of that, the good old Newsletter keeps on
when they are all going broke around me.'!

MILITARY QUIZ OF THE MONTH:

1. Dates of the Battle of Lutzen (Thirty Years War); Chalgrove Field (English Civil War;
Brandywine Creek (War of the American Revolution); Spion Kop (South
African War)?

2. Who were the opponents in the Battle of the Masurian Lakes in 1914 and who won?

3. Who '(iommanded the Royalist Army at the Battle of Marston Moor on 2nd July 1644?
4. What was the decisive naval action of the War of the Grand Alliance fought on the 19th May

1692?

5. Name the three main towns besieged by the Boers in the early days of the Second Boer War?

DECISIONS! DECISIONS!/ Continued from Page

desertion of the Saxons in the battle of Leipzig. Again, the Austro-Prussian War and the French-
Prussian War were directly caused by the wish to dominate Germany. With Saxony and Bavaria each able
to field 25,000 men in 1870, the minor powers could be not only major causes of war but could have
significant effects on their course. Even the American Civil War was affected by similar considera
tions. "I hope I have God on my side," said Lincoln, "but I must have Kentucky." We can thus provide
the wars we game with realistic motives which will affect our strategy and influence their outcome.
Strategy and tactics are the wargamer's concern, not dice and toy-soldiers.



LETTERS

"I"'found an interesting book in the local library - "Weapons of the Ancient World" by Rivka
Gonen in the Cassell's Introducing Archaeology Series Book 8 — price £1.50p - which could act as a
"primer" to anyone interested in ancients. It is a small book, well illustrated with photographs
of actual weapons or archaeological reconstructions. Part One deals with short range weapons start
ing with the mace and progressing through the axe; sword and dagger; spear and Javelin the last two
being treated separately. Part Two treats with long range weapons - sling and bow; and goes into
some detail on the various types of bow - the simple bow; the reinforced bow; composite bow and
Scythian bow. It goes on to talk about the Gastraphetes or "belly bow" invented for Dionysius I of
Syracuse. Part two continues with arrows then catapult and ballista and their operation.

Part Three deals with Defensive Armour and Part Four with the Chariot. I think the illustra
tions show good examples - tho' I am no expert - either a photograph (some in colour) of the weapon
or showing the weapon in use from a carving, frieze or bowl decoration. There is a list of illustra
tion sources in the back which proves quite international. There is not a great deal of detail and
perhaps some members of the Society of Ancients would consider it elementary from their standpoint of
considerable knowledge. I think it a more than adequate introduction, well set out and reasonably
priced. The authoress is at present curator of the Jerusalem City Museum."

David Barnes of Basingstoke.

ooOoo

"I was reading parts of Infantry Drill Regulations for the U.S.Army 1911 (corrected to April 15
1917) and it made me realise that the British Army was not the only one to be beset by Colonel Blimps!!

On page 127, No. 537 states "Machine Guns must be considered as weapons of emergency. Their
effectiveness combined with their mobility renders them of great value at critical, though infrequent,
periods of an engagement."

No. 583 states ".... but they are quickly rendered powerless by efficient field artillery and will
promptly draw artillery fire whenever they open."

I wonder what the survivors from the Battle of the Somme would have said to that!!

I suppose it is a little unfair to criticise regulations drawn up by a staff unprepared (as I
suppose all staffs were) for warfare on the scale of the 1914-18 struggle. No. 536 which is a summary
of "COMBAT" has on the other hand an axiom, which would have been of great help in the Vietnam War.

1) Avoid combats that carry no chance of victory or other valuable results" (!l)

Though there is an ominous warning in -

13) Do not hesitate to sacrifice the command if the result is worth the cost."

Peter Laing of Hereford.

ooOoo

"There are three interesting articles in the July "History Today" - "Horatio Gates: Washington's
Rival"; "Baron von Steuben: Washington's Drillmaster" (both bicentennial) and "The Albanians: Sixteenth
Century Mercenaries" (on the Stradiots).

I have recently read two good books by John Ellis: - "A Short History of Guerillft Warfare" -
covering rural guerillas from biblical times to the present, which should be of interest to skirmish
wargamers, and "The Social History of the Machine Gun", mainly covering the period from the American
Civil War to the Great War. This is, as it's title suggests, more a study of the effect of the machine
gun on society, it's use and misuse in colonising undeveloped countries, and the failure of military
thought to grasp it's potential; whether Custer's failure to take his Gatlings to the Little Big Horng
the French in 1870 to realise it was an infantry weapon, or the allied leaders to grasp it's power in
defence, e.g. The Somme; than an account of technique and tactics.

This morning I found in our local Library "Command of the Sea", a history of the strategy and
tactics of maritime empire. The author is Clark G. Reynolds, Director of a department in military and
maritime history at the University of Maine. It is a hefty volume published by Robert Hale at £6.50p
and covers the period from the earliest river civilisation to the present day. I think I am in for
some heavy reading, since I have also borrowed a new edition of Burn's "Persia and the Greeks".

I have been on a coach tour of the West country again, and this time fulfilled my ambition to
visit Plymouth Hoe. Looking at Drake's statue I could not help' feeling it is a pity we have not got
a Drake nowadays to deal with the Amins and Angolans."

W.T.Thurbon of Cambridge.

ooOoo



'  "The letter from Mr. Tlppetts published in the very interesting July Newsletter has given me an
idea. Nho would like to joiri me in founding an Elder Wargamers' Armchair Club? Condition of member-
snip, to be over 60 (l myself am 75). Object - to run a very gentle postal campaign, suitable to our
age.

With my commiserations to Mr. Tippetts on his failing health and my best hopes for its improve
ment . "

A.H.S.Cocks, Tremuir Cottage, Royce Way, West Wittering, Sussex.

ooOoo

"There has been much said lately about both complicated rules and the attitudes of wargamers to
their game. I am in full agreement with the need to have simplified rules which are not a drag on
the game, yet at the same time I have seen games using simple rules come to a grinding halt because
s'omeone has found a loophole (a 'tactic' increasingly used by some wargamers today) or a situation
has not been explained in the rules.'

You may be interested to learn that NWC (No 1 Wargames Command) is offering 'Modern' wargamers
a new service from July. A department is being created known as the 20th Century Research Section.
This body will help wargamers in their research into the battles, armies, equipment, etc., of the 20th
Century by answering telephone queries on Tuesday evenings between 7.30 and 9.00 (Tel. 01-570-6336)
or written queries sent with a S.A.E. to the above address."

John Traynor, c/o 22 Old Cote Drive, Heston, Hounslow, Middlesex TW5 ORW.

ooOoo

"I was very tempted to write you following Mr.Cordery's letter in the June Newsletter, and your
July Editorial has set the seal on my determination!

As secretary of the local wargaming club (the Chase Militaria Society), 1 am happy to report
that, once weekly, 1 get together with a group of people that contains not one of the type that you -
and Mr.Cordery - complain about. Of course, we all do our best, but I am sure I speak for all of us
when I say that, at least at CMS, 'the game's the thing'.' Just one example - a few weeks back, in a
naval engagement, the 'Prinz Eugen' was lost following a magazine explosion after a lucky hit by a
small-calibre shell from a British destroyer; afterwards, the British players were the first to admit
that their victory was due, in no small part, to this one lucky shot (e.g. lucky dice roll).

We get round the problem of unbalanced forces in the following manner; at our weekly meetings,
we will at a given meet decide the game to be played two weeks hence, and a member with know experi
ence of that period is given the job of setting it up. The week before the game, we select the two
opposing C-in-Cs, who are given maps, OBs, appraisals and so forth, and have a week to think about
things until 'Der Nacht.' On 'Der Nacht', the setting-up member will act as umpire, and if he has
not done his job properly in setting up a balanced scenario (lucky dice, etc., apart) he is usually
told in no uncertain terms by both sets of players! Of course, it can be unbalanced in the sense of
a large attacking force versus a small defending force, but then the victory conditions must be
tailored accordingly.

I wonder if most clubs get as campaign-orientated as we seem to have? Certainly, it can be one
way of getting a supply of ready-made scenariors for club games. At the moment, besides the inevit
able 'DijE)lomacy', we have a Western Front microtanks one going. Cedar County in New Mexico (it actu
ally abuts Pima, by kind permission of Mike Blake, and I once had to 'spring' him from a Cedar County
jailhouse), 'Jasta' (with a club trophy at the end, if anyone survives that long, which begins to
look less and less likely), 'Dungeons and Dragons' (me: 'In desperation, Flangius throws umpire at
jar'. Umpire: 'You miss. Umpire rules ceiling falls in on Flangius') with, on the stocks for
imminent commencement, 'En Garde', 'Battle of the Atlantic' and a World War 2 aerial one!"

John Withers of Walsall.

ooOoo

"To return once more to the much worn subject of the various scale sizes of figures made by the
different manufacturers. You know my preference and prejudices, but I have recently "discovered"
Rose Miniatures - but the thing which has moved me to write is the disparity of scale between 2'^mm
figures made by them and Hinton Hunt. I have not seen the "Rose" 30nims but I suspect that the^j Hjight
well fit in with Hinton Hunt's 25mra. |£

With this in mind, might I suggest a possible I 3^
way in which this whole business might be sorted
once and for all. The major point in its favour '
is it's enormous value to the ever increasing - /
population of wargaming enthusiasts. It involves L iv\{
collecting together one sample wargame figure, pre- U Flli
ferably in the sajne or similar position, from each ^ ̂
firm willing to participate. It would be necessary . . 1 'VIaY
to present both the smallest and the largest usable r tl tjllw "1 c1T~-j - c' r —— ^
figures - perhaps from 5mm to 5^mm would suffice. tllff BiB: B WW
(Assuming anything larger is probably used for ' ' ' - ''' ■ I 1R H rV ll M
display snly). Placing them in a line and then *'JllLil il'J Ji
either drawing or photographing them - thus pro-
viding an immediate visual clue as to there com- ~V
parative heights:- Thus

G.F.Button of Paignton. j



NOTICE BOARD
FOR SALE: Variety of AlllPIXi boxed OO/HO figures and tanks. Waddington's "Campaign", £1.00p,

excellent condition, postage and packing included. NEWSLETTER'S from December '72 to present, 20p
each. Send SAE for list to G.Unsworth, 6 Greendale Crescent, Leigh, Lanes.

—-ooOoo

BACK NUMBERS WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER - November 1968; May 1973 to February 197^ inclusive 20p each
or 11 for £2.00p including postage (USA/Canada 50c each or 11 for ;^5.50). Back numbers March 197A to
date can be obtained from TRADITION (5A & 5B Shepherd Street, Mayfair, London W.I.) at 35p per copy
including postage or FULL YEAR at £2.50p plus 62p postage.

ooOoo

Rates for classified advertisements on this page are 2p (5c) per word. Send cash and advert to
TRADITION, 5A & 5B Shepherd Street, Mayfair, London W.I.

ooOoo

LOOKING AROUND

The articles mentioned are those considered of specific interest to wargamers, each magazine also
contains numerous other illustrated features on military matters, modelling, collecting, etc.

AIRFIX MAGAZINE -August 1976. Making Dingo scout car and AEC Mk I in 1:76 scale by John Sandars; Gun
rifle and searchlight trucks of the Boer War; A Report on Present Arms '76 at Southend; Talking War-
gaming, a new series of articles by Don Featherstone plus reviews of the latest kits, boardgames,
models, books, etc., etc.

JOURNAL OF THE SOCIETY FOR ARMY HISTORICAL RESEARCH - Summer 1976. The Sortie from Jellalabad I8A2
illustrated; John Tory's Journal 1758-1762 and Singapore Military Defences in the 19th Century.

BATTLEFLEET - Magazine of the Naval Wargames Society - Vol:9; No.5• De Ruyter and the Dutch Naval De-
fensive 1672-l67'i; The Italian Navy in 1866 and Wargaming Admirals are wanted for the "biggest ever
ultra-modern campaign being conducted in the Greater London Area".

BULLETIN of the Club Francais de la Figurine Historique - Nos. 76/2 and j. In French - each contains
numerous articles on French troops (mostly the Napoleonic period) plus many black-and-white plates;
articles on converting plastic figures. No. 3 contains well illustrated article on the Black Watch
uniforms in the Napoleonic Wars and details of constructing a French 75nim artillery piece and a baggage
wagon of 1887.

AVALON HILL GENERAL - May/June 1976. Invaluable to the board-wargamer, contains in-depth articles on
the best tactics for various named games including an analysis of the British game KINGMAKER.

GUIDON - Vol.33: No.4. This quarterly publication of the Miniature Figure Collectors of America is
almost exclusively devoted to uniforms, weapons and battles of the American Revolution including
numerous photographs of figures of that period.

MILITARY MODELLING - August 1976. The Leopard tank; British Infantry uniforms, weapons and equipment
1853-^'; painting horses; plus fine illustrated reviews of figures, kits, books, plates, etc., etc.

MODELLI MILITARI - Nos. I & 2. If you speak Italian you might be interested in this new bi-monthly
modelling magazine from Via II Prato 29, Firenze 50123, Italy, at 800 lire a copy. Well produced and
illustrated contains articles on modelling Churchill tanks, uniforms, converting and diorama making,
e tc., etc .

PANZERFAUST AND CAMPAIGN MAGAZINE - July-August '76. Deals in lively fashion with the latest board-
games and tiieir tactics, playability, etc.

SIGNAL - No.102. Packed as usual with details of the latest available models, books, a diary of forth
coming Conventions and reviews of magazines, films, et;3. Keeps you well up-to-date with everything.

SOLDIER - August 1976. Did you know that there was a Naafi Museum? - old soldiers could suggest things
to put in itl Articles on new British developed small arms plus excellent reviews of books, military
LP's, etc., etc. Definitely a MUST for the serving soldier.

WAR MONTHLY - No.31. Pearl Harbour; Fighting in Built-Up Areas (invaluable for street fighting rules);
Naval War in the Pacific; The Italian Army 19I8 and other articles.

WORLD WAR 2 JOURNAL - March-April 1976. Packed with relevant information - illustrated articles on
the 6th SS Mountain Division; the MI9 tank transporter; report on kits and models, the latest books,
etc., etc., - you must have it if you wargame in World War 2!

WYRM'S FOOTNOTES - No.1. Seems to be a magazine of fantasy wargaming and if this is your field then
no doubt you will find it all fascinating. Undoubtedly put together with sincerity, originality and
a great deal of enthusiasm. Write to Greg Stafford, P.O.Box 6302, Albany, CA. 9A706, USA. 01.30 each
or 5 issues for ^5.00

ANSWERS TO MILITARY QUIZ ON PAGE 24

I. 16 November 1632; 18 June 16^3; 11 September 1777; 21/27 January 1900. 2. The Germans beat
the Russians. 3. Prince Rupert. La Hogue. 5. Ladysmith; Mafeking; Kimberley.



THE NEW
MODEL ARMY (MINIATURES) LTD

Directors; Eric W. Knowles and Ivy B. Knowles

373 HIGH STREET NORTH, MANOR PARK LONDON, El 2 6PG. Telephone: 01-472 2506
HOURS OF BUSINESS; 9.30am—6pm. MON. TO SAT.—CLOSED ALL DAY THURSDAY.

SPECIALISING FOR WARGAMERS & MIUTARY HGURE COLLECTORS
THE FRIENDLY SHOP WITH THE LARGEST WARGAMES FIGURES STOCK IN LONDON

Figures by:

HINCHLIFFE
MINIATURE

FIGURINES
LAMMING
PHOENIX
MINOT
LASSET
ROSE
OLD GUARD
GARRISON
RAY LAMB

How to find us . . .

Ships by:
NAVWAR

ENSIGN
FLEETLINE

Micro Tanks by:
GHQ
ROS

Micro Scenery by:
M.B.G. &
CANNON

MINIATURES

RUSKIN ARMS
PUBUCHOUSE

EAST HAM
DISTRICT LINE

FULL RANGE OF PLASTIC KITS
AND ALL ACCESSORIES

LIMITED STCX:KS OF MINI FIG "S" RANGE
PLEASE SEND S.A.E. FOR LIST

WE DO NOT HAVE ONE COMPREHENSIVE CATALOGUE
OF ALL THE MANY ITEMS WE STOCK.

ENQUIRIES WELCOME BUT PLEASE ENCLOSE SAE or
IRC FOR REPLY.

NEWA10DEL
ARMY I I
No 373

101 Bus route passes door

MAIL ORDER TERMS: 25p up to £3 and lOp in £ or
part of a £ thereafter. OVERSEAS: Surface add 30%.
Airmail add 60%.

The Ccllectcrs' range of Military figures
By CHAS. C. STADDEN

"BUCKINGHAM PEWTER" FIGURES

Cast in the finest English Pewter

Special price orders for 4 figures or more

£7.75 each

£7.00 each

Both prices including VAT and UK/'BFPO P&P

THE COLLECTORS RANGE OF MILITARY FIGURES by CHAS. C STADDEN is amongst the lines!
available. They are cast in the FINEST GRADE OF ENGLISH PEWTER from masters hand carved by
CHARLES STADDEN in the highest traditions of craftsmanship. Not only can they be regarded assupeib
display and presentation pieces because ot their remarkable detail, but as they are cast in the FINEST
GRADE OF ENGLISH PEWTER they will also have a value which will last and appreciate over the years.
Ail figures are in 80mm scale.

New fifjures are marked'

GRENADIER OF THE COLDSTREAM REGIMENT

1 776

1  Grenadier Guard 1735
2 Scots Guard 1828
3 Parachute Regiment 1974
4 Coldstreain Guard 1815

5 Grenadier La Guarde Imperiale 1809
6 Hussar', La Guarde Impenale 1810
7 American Continental Line in Winter Dress 1 776

8 Grenadier of the Coldstream Guards 1 776

9 Officer Queens Regiment 1 680
10 Queens Regiment, Internal Security Dress 1974
12 Private, 3id New Jersey Regt (Jersey Blue) 1777
13 Pipe Major, 2nd Btn Scots Guards 1937
14 Sgt 31st Regl Footguarri (East Surrey) 1 840
15 Grenadier Guard 1829
' 1 6 Ciiasseur La Guar'de Imper lale 1 809
17 British Infantry Private 1 775

■TRADE ENQUIRIES—Always welcome 'U.K. DELIVERY—PLEASE ALLOW 2/3 WEEKS ENQUIRIES —Please send sae

1  TO HAMILTON MARRIOTT
I  16 THE BROADWAY, STANMORE,
'  MIDDX. HH7 DW.

I enclose my cheque/
P.O. for the following rc no i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
figures:—

1  ADDRESS

121314151617 total TOTAL COST

FOR DELIVERY OUTSIDE UK/BFPO ADD 75p per FIGURE



The things people do to ourtwoicolour kits.

Colour plan for the XXVIIISS
Friewilligen Panzer Grenadier Division.

Berlin 1945.

JagdpantherTank: latest in our ever-increasing your name and address with 6/2p in stamps to
Military Kits range. The Marketing Dept. RlLesney Products & Co.Ltd.,
Complete with two alternative detailed paint plans. Lee Conservancy Road, London E9 SPA.
For a realistic, authentic model on a diorama display ^
base i(i YhaTruonv'%
1/76 scale. "MATCHBOX" Purple range Kit No. ####¥#

Forthe new "MATCHBOX" Kits catalogue, send ^MIUTARYKmi

"Recommended retai l price. "MATCHBOX" is the registered Trade Mark of Lesney Products & Co. Ltd., England.

SANDERSON
SAN 39d ISthC
Peasant Girl Dancing on table
top.
Price (inc. table) £2.00

LASSET

L3002 — Roman Auxiliary Archer
1st century
L707 — Rifle Brigade Officer 1800
Both at £1.60

GREENWOOD
fJ^BALL LTD
61 WESTBURY STREET,

THORNABY-ON-TEES.

TEESSIDE.

Our
agents overseas:

In the U.S.A.:

Coulter-Bennett Ltd.
12158 Hamlin St.,
Suite No. 1,
North Hollywood,
California 91606

In Canada:

Sabre Model Supplies,
480 Rideau St.,
Ottawa,
Ontario KIN 524

and in France:

Ariod S.A.,
8 PI. Des Victoires,
Paris 75002.

ME C10

In the U.S.A.:

Suite No. 1,
North Hollywood,
California 91606

Retail Orders under

£10 please add 10%
post and packing.
Over £10 post free.
All books featured
above add 16p post and
packing.
Cards add 9p post and
packing.

In Canada:
480 Rideau St,
Ottawa,
Ontario KIN 524

and In France:

Paris 75002.



SPECIALISTS IN

METAL MILITARY MINIATURES

MAIL

ORDER 103 WALSALL ROAD, LICHFIELD, STAFFS 53^80
HOME

EXPORT

Todays precision military miniatures deserve
equally superior Modern Battle Ground resin

cast wargames and diorama accessories.

9 WW2 Small sandbagged positions for light anti-tank
guns, mortars, machine guns and bazooka. 20-25mm

# WW2 Large positions including, pillboxes,derelict
cottage and artillery earthworks. 20-25mm

# Napoleonic and American Civil War artillery
positions and derelict farmhouse A5-30mm

# Ancient and Medieval artilleryy^defensive positions.
25-30 mm

9 VrOJECT 300' Micro buildings range includes
Arab, Tunisian, European styles. y300th

SAE FOR COMPLETE LIST OF ACCESSORIES

* Introducing a naw rang# of highly
datailad 1/2400 scala warshipt of World
War Two spacially for tha naval wargamar.

Each nnodal is pracision cast in malal with
saparata turrats on tha largar typas and only
paint it ragulrad to complata I

MF -7 HMS Exatar

MF-6 HMS Cotaack

MF-1 USS Flatchar

MF -3 UN Chlkuma

'Additional models in

course of preparation

ir MICRO-MOLD

4ICRO-FLEET 1/2400 by Randy Hoffa

4F-1 USS Flatchar/dastroyar 5 x 5" guns
4F-2 UN Jintsu/Hght crulsar 7 x 5.5" guns
4F-3 UN Chikuma/haavy crulsar 8 X 6" guns
4F-4 UN Asashlo/dastroyar 6 x 5" guns
4F-5 USS Indlanapolls/haavy crulsar 9 x 8" guns !
4F-6 HMS Cossack/dastroyar 8 x 4.7" guns
4F-7 HMS Exatar/haavy crultar 6 x 8" guns
4F-8 UN Haguro/haavy crultar 10 x 8" guns
4F-9 KM Z23 Narvlk/dastroyar 5 x 5.9" guns
v1F-10 UN Shiratsuyu/dastroyar 5 x 5" guns
4F-11 UN Akitsukl/dastroyar 6 x 3.9" guns
4F-12 HMS Cavallar/dastroyar 4 x 4.5" guns
4F-13 HMS Hasparus/dustroyar 3 x 4.7" guns
4F-20 RN SoldatI l/dastroyar 5 x 4.7" guns

^ NOTE NEW ADDRESS

ScaCton Road, Ease Preston, W. Sussex BN16 3AG

A Series of HandTiooks dealing with wargamlng (obtainable through this magazine)

1. Rules for Ancient Wargames (lOOO BC to 900 AD) by Tony Bath.
2. Rules for Mediaeval period by Tony Bath.
3. Rules for 1750 Period in Europe (with supplementary rules for operation

in America) by Tony Bath)
4. Rules for Napoleonic Wargames by Donald Featherstone,
5. Rules for American Civil War games by Donald Featherstone.
6. tlules for late 19th Century Wargames (incl. Colonial Wars against

Natives) by Donald Featherstone.
7. Rules for 1917 period wargame in German South-West Africa (incl. rules

for early tanks, armoured cars, etc.) by Donald Featherstone.
8. Rules for 1944 Normandy-type wargame by Philip Barker.
9. Pike and Shot - English Civil War by Donald Featherstone.

25p each (75c) or the set of 9 for £2.00p (06) including postage.
WARGAMES TERRAIN - Illustrated booklet describing how to construct realistic

battlefieldfi 55p (02).



LAMMING
MINIATURES
NOW AVAILABLE;—

AMENDMENTS TO MEDIEVAL

BATTLE RULES — SEND S.A.E.

NEW RELEASES

AE/8 Egyptian Foot—open hands for weapons, etc.
BY/8 Byzantine Psilos—Light Archer.
BY/9 Byzantine Psilos—Light Javelins or Spear.
BY/10 Byzantine Light Crossbowman.
AS/5 Sassanid Foot Officer.
MF/23 Crusader Foot Knight—open hands.
MC/10 Crusader Mounted Knight—couched lance.
RE/1 Roman Legionary (Empire).
RE/2 Roman Centurion.
RE/3 Roman Auxiliary Spearman.
RE/4 Roman Auxiliary Archer.

MEDIEVAL CAMPAIGN & BATTLE RULES

(One-to-one) Price 60p (including postage)

FICTIONAL WORLD MAP
30" X 20" 50p + 7p p&p

INDIVIDUAL COUNTRY MAP (fiscap.)
lOp + 7p p&p

Set of 12 different COUNTRY MAPS
£1 + lOp p&p

MEDIEVAL CAMPAIGN SHIPS
(1/3000 scale) 5 for 25p

For full catalogue send 15p to:

LAMMING MINIATURES
45 WENLOCK STREET - HULL - HU3 IDA

Overseas — Catalogue 30p

Osprey
Militaria
Books
Unbeatable for accuracy, quality
and value

Men-at-Arms

Four new titles just published:
The Zulu Wars by Angus McBride
A concise account of their causes, course and outcome, with
special emphasis on the Zulu side of the story.

The Landsknechts by Douglas Miller
A fascinating study of these flamboyant 16th century
mercenaries, including many rare engravings and
formation diagrams.

Napoleon's Dragoons and Lancers hy Emir Bukhari
The first of a planned series on French 1st Empire line
cavalry. Illustrations include rare examples of the Bucquoy
uniform plates.

The Mexican-American War 1846-48 by Philip Katcher
A description of both armies, with lists of units .present at
each major engagement, eyewitness paintings and some of
the earliest military photographs.

Each book includes monochrome illustrations throughout,
22-24 accurate full colour paintings of uniforms and
detailed descriptions of uniforms, equipment, tactics,
organisation and battle records. X
Paper covers. £1.75 each. ^

/Medieval Warfare
hy Terence Wise

An authoritative and beautifully
illustrated account of fourteenth and

fifteenth century European warfare,
with appendices on wargaming and <
modelling in the medieval period.
£4.50. Hardcover. I
Publication April 22nd. 1

You won't,want to miss the
Osprey Militaria weekend tr
be held at Belvoir Castle on j
lOth/llth July.

Available from
booksellers and

model shops,
or in case of
difficulty
direct from:

/4k

Osprey Publishing Limited, 12-14 Long Acre, London WC2E 9LP.

Please send me copy/ies of.

I enclose cheque/P.O., value £ (please add 10% of total for p&p).

Please send me further details of the Osprey Weekend □

Member Company of the
George Philip Group



'15mm metal figures by PETER LAING

IDEAL FOR WARCAMES & DIORAMAS

OVER 340 ITEMS

AVAILABLE

IN EIGHT PERIODS

ANCIENTS • FEUDALS • ENGLISH CIVIL WAR • MARL BURIAN

AMERICAN REVOLUTION • CRIMEAN • COLONIAL • WORLD WAR I

PETER LAING minden; sutton st. Nicholas. Hereford hri 3bo

HARROW
TELEPHONE:

01-427
0387

THE MODEL SHOP
31 ST. ANN'S ROAD.
HARROW, MIDDX.

JACKLEX 20 mm
FOOT 8p CAV 19p

NEW! The Sudan Campaign
E6 Egyptian Camel Corps Trooper 3
E7 Egyptian Camel Corps Off. 3
F8 Baggara Swordsman on Camel 3
F9 Baggara Rifleman on Camel 3
FID Baggara Standard Bearer on Camel 3

F1 Hadendowah Swordsman
F2 Hadendowah Spearman
F3 Beja-Ben Amir Swordsman

El Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Advancing
E2 Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Firing
E3 Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Off.
E4 Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Cav' Lancer
E5 Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Cav' Off.

F4 Jihadia Rifleman
F5 Jihadia Swordsman
F6 Spearman
F7 Standard Bearer

COLONIAL CATLING GUN AND THREE CREW 7

COLONIAL MULE GUN TEAM SET
6 mules, 6 handlers. 1 mountain gun
Ammo Box's etc. £2.

COLONIAL FIELD GUN AND LIMBER SET
1 field gun, limber, 6 horse team
horse riders, limber riders, etc., £2.

NAVAL BRIGADE

N1 Advancing
N2 Standing Firing
N3 Running Rifle Separate
N4 Off.

COLONIAL PERIOD 1890-1900 BRITISH ARMY

B1 Officer Marching
B2 Officer Firing Pistol
B3 Inf. Lying Firing
B4 Inf, Kneeling Firing

B5 Inf. Standing Firing
B6 Inf. Advancing
B7 Inf. Advancing Rifle Separate
B8 Inf. Marching
B9 Highland Off. Marching
BIO Highland Off. Firing Pistol
B11 Highland Inf. Lying Firing
B12 Highland Inf. Kneeling Firing
B13 Highland Inf. Standing Firing
B14 Highland Inf. Advancing
B15 Highland Inf. Advancing Rifle Separate
B16 Highland Inf.
BC1 Cavalry Officer
BC2 Cavalry Lancer
BC3 Cavalry Trooper
INDIAN ARMY REGULAR
B17 Officer Marching
B18 Officer Firing Pistol
B19 Infantry Lying Firing
B20 Infantry Kneeling Firing
B21 Infantry Standing Firing
B22 Infantry Advancing
B23 Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
B24 Infantry Marching
825 Infantry (Punjabi) on Guard
BC4 Cav' (Bengal) Lancer
ZULU WAR
BRITISH ARMY

BZl Officer Marching
BZ2 Officer Firing Pistol
BZ3 Infantry Lying Firing
BZ4 Infantry Kneeling Firing
BZ5 Infantry Standing Firing
BZ6 Infantry Advancing
BZ7 Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
BZ8 Infantry Marching
ZULUS
ZZ1 Zulu Chief
ZZ2 Zulu (Carrying Assagi
ZZ3 Zulu Throwing Assagi

INDIAN FRONTIER TRIBESMAN

T1 Chief

T2 Tribesman Lying Firing

T3 Tribesman Kneeling Firing
T4 Tribesman Standing Firing
T5 Tribesman Charging with Sword & Shield
TCI Cavalry Chief
TC2 Cavalry Charging with Sword
TC3 Cavalry Charging with Rifle
TC4 Cavalry Charging with Rifle slung

RUSSIAN ARMY 1900

R1 Infantry On Guard Position
R2 Infantry Standing Firing
R3 Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
R4 Infantry Advancing
R5 Infantry Officer Firing
R6 Cavalry Trooper
R7 Cavalry Officer
R8 Cossack Lancer
R9 Coassack Off.

Colonial Field Gun 60p
Colonial Mountain Gun 60p
Colonial Gun Crew (British) Consisting of 1 Officer, 1
Gunner with shell, 1 Gunner with Ramrod, 1 Gunner
Kneeling. Set 50p
Colonial Gun Crew (Indian) Consisting of 1 Officer Looking
through Binoculars
1 Gunner Kneeling with Shell
1 Gunner Kneeling with Ramrod
1 Gunner Kneeling. Set • 50p
FIRST WORLD WAR

GERMAN ARMY
HI Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
H2 Infantry Advancing
H3 Infantry Standing Firing
H4 Infantry Bomb Thrower
H5 Infantry Officer
BRITISH ARMY
H6 Infantry Advancing
H7 Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
H8 Infantry Standing Firing
H9 Infantry Bomb Thrower
HIO Infantry Officer

All First War Figures wearing steel helmets.

Mall Order: Add 20p p. & p. up to £5. Over, post free U.K. only



#

ACS H ACS 1 ACS J ACS K

ACS H ACS I ACS J
HUSSAR, TROOPER, CORPORAL,
trooper with sword Light Dragoons, firing carbine 81st. Regt.

ACS K

ACS K

DEAD INFANTRY

PRIVATE,
28th Regt.

ACS G

PRIVATE,
92 nd Highlanders

ANNOUNCEMENT:

Further original dioramas to follow:
"1S12"
Part U — "The Burning of the Colours by the Grande

Armie"
Part III — "Marshal Ney (the R ear Guard) "
Part IV - "The Cossacks"
And: — "Napoleon - his Marshals and Commanders'

IMPORTANT: PLEASE NOTE OUR NEW ADDRESS

5A & SB Shepherd Street, Mayfair, London W.l.



BRITISH EIGHTH ARMY
NEW MULTI-POSE KIT
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DESLITH (Print & Design) LTD., 30 Queens Terrace, Southampton, England


